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PART 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

From Novemher 1994 till July 1995 Anouk Hoeherichts, graduate from the Department of 
Communication and Innovation Studies from Wageningen Agricultural University (WAU) has done 
research for the lnternational Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI) in Lahore, Pakistan. Her 
research focused on how farmers perceive the quality of the irrigation services. Participatory Rural 
Appraisal (PRA) was used to identify farmers’ performance indicators. Pierre Strosser, initiator of the 
research, supervised on IlMl’s part. Monique Salomon supervised on behalf of the Department of 
Communication and Innovation Studies of the Wageningen Agricultural University (WAU). 

In April 1995 Monique Salomon, Anouk Hoeherichts and Pierre Strosser facilitated a three day 
workshop for llMl staff in Pakistan. The results of the PRA research were presented and an 
introduction was held to Rapid Appraisal of Agricultural Knowledge Systems (RAAKS) including a 
short fieldwork. Main ohjective of this workshop was to sensitize IIMI researchers to participatory 
approaches for improving irrigation performance, and identify opportunities of using these approaches 
in IIMI’s current and h tu re  research activities. 

As a result, opportunities for using RAAKS were identified for three distinct research components of 
IIMl’s current research programme, i.e. Decision Support Systems, Water User Associations, and 
Watercourse Management. A terms of reference was made hy llMl staff for fiirther collahoration with 
the Department of Communication and Innovation Studies. It was decided to launch a research 
prngramme to apply RAAKS i n  11Ml’s research programme. Tlre Department of Irrigation from 
WAU, IIMl’s counterpart in this research programme, would he involved as well. 

The research will take place from Novemher 199s to May 1996. including extensive periods of 
fieldwork. A n  interdisciplinary team nf researchers with knowledge of RAAKS has heen formed. 
consisting of a cultural anthropologist (Nathalie Roovers). a specialist in tropical animal hushandry 
(los van Oostrum) and a hiolngist (Derk Kuiper). Each researcher will work i n  one of IIMl’s three 
research compnnents. They will he part of a RAAKS research group involvinp IlMl staff already 
working on these components. The teams will he responsihle for the application of RAAKS in their 
research activities. 

The research is preceded hy a RAAKS training workshop of ten days for staR of hotli lJMl and other 
organizations working in the three research areas. The training workshop is a refresher course for the 
researchers. The training workshop will he faciliVeted hy Monique Salomon. staff memher nf the 
Department of Communication and Inncivation Studies and Stephaii Seegers, private RAAKS 
ccinsultant. Both facilitators are associates of the RAAKS consultants network I’ERSPECTIVES. 

t 1.2 Report on the RAAKS Training Workshop 

This repnrt is a retlecticin on  the results on  the RAAKS training workshop held at IlMl Pakistan 
heedquarters in Lahore from Decemher 10 to 20, 1995. The authors have written this text with the 
intention to make a document that people can use i n  their work. A document people will consult once 
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in a while, something which is practical hut also provides the necessary hindsight to get to grips with 
situations. A document that will contribute to the continuous joint learning of facilitators, trainers, 
researchers, extensionists who are learning ahout the RAAKS methodology andlor on innovation in 
general. 

This text is more than 'just' a consultancy report. Not only does it provide results frnm the training 
workshop (see Part 3) and an assessment to what extent the terms of reference have heen met (see 
Part 2.2). It can also he used as a training manual using the exercises, checklists and energizers 
presented in the annexes. It provides learning points and insights in the process of  working with and 
training in RAAKS (see Part 2. I ) .  For those readers who will facilitate RAAKS (supported) activities 
such as training, (action-) research and interventions, this document contains specific information on 
facilitating the process of such activities (see Part 4). 

There can only he joint learning on RAAKS and the social organisation of innovation if we listen to 
each other, if we are open tn  cnmments and suggestions. Most participants in the training workshop 
have experienced two facilitators who are eager to learn. We would like to invite all readers to enahle 
us to continue and provide us with feedhack. 

2 
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PART 2. CONCLUSIONS 

This part of the report presents the reflection on the training workshop and its results. This 
reflection was presented by the facilitators on the last day of the training course. Their evaluation 
provides their view on the process of trying to achieve the objectives of the training workshop and 
what has been achieved. Most learning points for participants and the organizing institution 
(IIMI), however, were derived from looking at what has not been achieved and why not? 

A second reflection is based on the evaluation of the achievements of the training workshop, using 
the facilitators’ Terms of Reference (annex I). 

2.1 

In the training workshop the facilitators tried to guide the participants through three cycles of 
RAAKS-exercises in order to not only teach the methodology and its analytical complexities but 
also to let the participants experience the (often difficult) social aspects of working together and 
hopefully learning jointly using RAAKS. Looking back, the facilitators reflect on how they have 
tried to organize the teaching of the methodology and let the participants experience working with 
RAAKS by looking at their input, the activities and the results. 

At the end of the third RAAKS cycle the facilitators had hoped that there would he an output that 
would effectuate collaboration of a number of organizations in RAAKS-exercises. However, this 
was not fully achieved. The reflection on the events and processes during this last RAAKS cycle 
provide many learning points for facilitators, participants and the organizing Institute IIMI. 

Reflection on the training course: Facilitators’ perspective 

2.1.1 

In order to create a good atmosphere in which participants would he able to learn, the facilitators 
have tried to bring across to the group of participants niuch about their own collaboration. In their 
collaboration the facilitators had created an atmosphere among tliemselves of a lot of laughter, 
creativity, taking up challenges. Tasks were divided in such a flexible way that leading the 
activities could easily change from one person to the other. Use was made of the other persons’ 
qualities. There was a non-competitive atmosphere in which both facilitators could learn. Personal 
confessions were also part of this collahoration: first a sense of failure if the other had performed 
very well, but instead of getting stuck in that feeling, both facilitators realized that they had to 
watch each other to learn from the other. 

Creatina a aood atmosphere: Collaboration between facilitators 

- 2.1.2 

A first RAAKS-cycle: swintmiitg OR lattd 

Day 1: 
The workshop started off actively. This was appreciated although there were a lot of complaints 
about time pressure. A clear image of participatory working was created collectively. Theoretical 
background on RAAKS was given. 

The first two RAAKS cycles: learning to swim 
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Day 2: 
Participants were improving on group work. They kept time and played an active role in groups. 
Although participants kept on complaining about the limited time, they kept on achieving the out- 
puts asked for, thus contradicting their complaint. 
From the beginning exercises were given through which participants would discover what RAAKS 
is all about. We pushed them into the deep irrigation canals of RAAKS so they would learn how 
to swim. After their first attempts, they felt that the facilitators had pushed them into the water to 
kill them. The facilitators had to change to a different style of learning and working. These were 
much more aimed at achievements and competitiveness. 

Day 3: 
On request of the participants the windows were laid out and clarified step by step. This was well 
appreciated and a second exercise showed better understanding of the windows. By working 
according to the 'learning by doing' approach, the facilitators had not only created a demand for 
such lecturing but also a willingness to learn and understand among most of the participants. One 
RAAKS cycle had been completed. 
After a good morning session, the groups didn't start off very well in their preparations for the 
fieldwork. Even though there had been formulated a wonderful definition of 'participatory 
working' on the first day, bringing this in practice is difficult. Again, participants were afraid that 
the assignment they received could not be finished in time. And again they proved otherwise. 

A second RAAKS-cycle: swimming in knee-deep waler 

Day 4, 5 ,  6, 7: 
The fieldwork was well organized. There were, of course, some practical problems such as late 
departure, traffic and late arrivals at interviews. Nevertheless, participants enjoyed the fieldwork, 
especially the actor workshop. 
The groups had a number of difficulties: 

- use information collected before 
- exchange information 
- listen to each other 
- do a good interview 
- define the problem situation 
- choose windows 
- operationalize windows 
- combine information obtained 
- draw conclusions 

In the beginning there was little intervention hy the facilitators, later on they got involved much 
more trying to address the abovementioned difficulties and supporting the groups in achieving 
results. 

Day 8: 
The evaluation was good. Participants were open and able to show their failures in working as a 
group in the field. Looking in a mirror is surely not an easy thing. 
The quiz appeared to be the appropriate method in the Pakistan context to stimulate reflection. 
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2.1.3 The final RAAKS-cycle: Formulating action plans for RAAKS research 

Day 9, 10: 
This part of tlie workshop had two objectives: 
I) 
2) 

to form and train three teams in  the use of RAAKS for irrigation ~nanagetnenl research 
to formulate a concrete work plan for tlie implementation of RAAKS activities as part of 
11Ml's research program in the Fordwah/Eastern Sadiqia Irrigation System 

The facilitators' role was to help participants start up the process of developing a research 
proposal. A beginning was made with the formation of three research groups and agreement 
reached on how to contact other potential partners. 

The action plan, however, was far from finished at the end of the workshop. Why? Who was 
responsihle for not achieving the envisioned end results? 

- The facilitators 
They had implicit expectations about tlie two days. Day 9 meant the start of a new phase 
in the workshop. The facilitators omitted to set new rules for working together. They 
expected the participants to take up responsibility for the process as they would execute 
the RAAKS research. From the heginning tliere was confusion ahout who should be 
leading what and why? 

- IIMI 
They initiated this workshop and provided participants with learning opportunities. free of 
costs. They took the lead in initiating RAAKS research which should benefit all parties 
involved in irrigated agriculture. They presented their ideas about where and how the 
RAAKS research can he done. However. they did not continue this role during group 
work. 1IMI-staff was going in out of tlie room. leaving the group confused and disturbing 
tlie process of team building and formulation of tlie action plans. 

This raises the question about the carrying capacity within llM1 to proceed this RAAKS 
research. Some senior staff members, who are responsible for one of the research 
components. were absent during the workshop. They should have been part of the process 
from the beginning. 
Participating staff members clearly had other responsibilities besides this workshop. They 
should have been given time and space to play the leading role they were expected to play 
during these two days. 

- Participants 
They did not take up responsibility for the process but depended heavily on others to take 
tlie lead: the facilitators, IlMl staff and the RAAKS researchers. RAAKS research is done 
hy a group in which everyone i s  responsible for process and outputs. 

How to proceed from here? Which opportunities are there? 
. Tliet-e are tliree well prepared and cap;ihle RAAKS rese;irchcrs. Do not lean on them! 

They are equal member of tlie group, with equal responsibilities. They will share their 
expertise during the process but together you will he responsible for successes and 
failures. 
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- Enthusiastic and capable participants from other organizations. They have to cope with 
constraints within their organizations. Support them where necessary in tackling these 
constraints. Keep them involved and committed. 

Which threats are there? 
- The prisoners dilemma: "If he doesn't do anything, I'm not doing anything either". Don't 

depend on others, don't wait for others to do the job. Take up responsibility and use your 
own potential for the benefit of all!! 

- 2.1.4 Concluding 

llMl should get appreciation and recognition for the initiative i t  has shown in bringing together 
representatives of different agencies and institutions. Moreover. they not only brought them 
together but they, also through the RAAKS training workshop, actively made a first attempt to 
collaborate and work in a participatory manner with farmers and institutions. 

For the facilitators it  has been a great experience to witness, he part of a growing process within 
llMl in a new way of thinking and working. In this short period they have gained valuable 
insights in the problems that such a growing process evokes. Only due to this involvement they 
were able to provide a tailor-made RAAKS training workshop. 

2.2 

- A. 

To a large extent the training course came up to expectations set by llMl (and given as sub- 
objectives of the training in the contracts for the RAAKS consultants). 

Reflection based on the facilitators' Terms of Reference 

Exoectations of the training 

1. 

Ten llMl staff members, both national and international. participated in the training, comprising 
three counterparts of the RAAKS researchers from the three field stations. 
I t  is assumed that the counterparts are well familiarized with the RAAKS methodology, although it 
is difficult to say whether or not this was due to the training: these people were selected as 
counterpart because it was believed that they would he suitable for this task. The theoretical 
framework should be made operational. 

The three supervisors (Ineke Kalwij, Marcel Kuper and Cris de Klein) know the theoretical 
concepts and the thinking behind RAAKS, partly through the training and partly through their 
background knowledge. They can make a good contrihution to the RAAKS study in terms of 
discussion and decision making. Since this study is an iterative process, putting the sequence of 
the different activities in a time frame will to some extent remain open. RAAKS is hoped not to 
he an  extra workload. hut easily to he integrated i n  the work. Meetings should be eflective. In 
some cases expectations still may he too high. since difficulties in applying the RAAKS 
methodology within IIMl's regular activities may not he fully acknowledged. It was said that it 
was regretted that the supervisors did not participate fully in the training. 

To familiarize IIMI staff with RAAKS methodology and tools. 
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I n  addition to that, the 3 RAAKS researchers wlio will work with IlMl for a period o f  6 months, 
liad a refresher course. Although they were already acquaiutetl with tlie RAAKS inetliodology, I 
think it was very useful for them to follnw this course again. llaving that hackground knowledge 
and the other participants knowing this. the role they had to play ccrtainly was not easy. As tlie 
course went on. they more and more managed to find a good halance between being participant 
and being 'facilitator' (which was sometimes expected of them hy the other participants). This was 
a good exercise for them, since they will have to deal with finding this balance throughout their 
stay here. 

Although not mentioned in this sub-objective of the training, also ten people from outside llMl 
attended the course. These people were selected with great precision. the main criteria being their 
future involvement in IIMl's three RAAKS studies andlor the supposed advantage it would bring 
to them in their regular professional activities. Participants were from PlD, OFWM, Deptt of Ext. 
PATA and IWASRI. 

All the participants have heen familiarized with the R A A K S  methodology and tools and received 
the training certificate. They gained both theoretical and practical knowledge. With regard to the 
theoretical framework. for some of the participants it  was somewhat difficult to grasp. The 
atmosphere in the training however was such. that misiiiiderstandings and questions could he 
spoken out. The consultants treated the theoretical frainework again, this time coinbined with a 
practical assignment to use the RAAKS metliodology in studying possihilities fnr participatory 
irrigation niauagement. I n  general it is felt that tlie first steps have heen made to disciiss difficult 
concepts. The practical application of RAAKS seemed to he emier. since all participants have 
their own experiences in tlie field. that could he used as practical exarnples fnr unclerstanding 
RAAKS. 
A RAAKS manual (version S . 2 )  and hand-outs with exercises and guidelines for group work, 
interviewing, etc. were distributed to each participant and a file with background articles will be 
send to them. 

To what extent the knowledge gained during the training can he operationalized hy the participants 
in their profession. still has to be seen (most of them will be part of the new RAAKS action 
teams). 

A lot of informal discussions within as well as outside IlMl were triggered by the training. This 
makes that within llM1 awareness has heen created: people know of the existence of the RAAKS 
methodology and some know that it is a participatory approach that can he used for developing 
collshorations with actors in the irrigated agriculture system. Some of tlie higher officials and 
colleagues of the non-1IM1 participants niay also know ahout tlie existence o l  a RAAKS 
methodology now. 

2. To utidertake a first network analysis in Ilhll's research areas in the Fordwah 
Eastern Sadiqla Irrigation System 

Refore the start of the training it was tlecitled hy the course conrdinators and trainers that field 
work would not be carried out in 11Ml's present research areas. Two reasons for this were: i) 
accessihility of the areas (at niore than 300 k i n  distance from 1.aliore) antl iit i t  could confuse 
people froni tliat area wlio were also participating ii i  tlie training course. as well as the 
interviewees. To  draw a line hetweeii exercise antl reality could have caused confusinn. Moreover. 
a lot of participants would face themselves and their organizations as actors i n  the system, and at 
that time we did not know what effect that would bring ahout. To us it seemed that 'evaluating' 
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their colleagues in other areas would be a more acceptable way of analyzing the status quo of the 
system. 
Since it is assumed by IIMl people, who know hoth areas, that the area that was selected for field 
work (Mananwala distributary in Sheikhupura district) more or less resembles 1IMl's present 
research sites in FES area, the network analysis that is made during the training can easily be 
translated to 1IMl's research sites. 
Looking back we should have considered the possibility of staying in the research area at night, 
since travelling to and from the area took much time. 

The field work gave a good impression of (how to do) a network analysis. Emphasis on the 
Integration and Task Analysis windows during phase B of the field study, gave us useful 
information about the actor network when looking at the issue of "mobilization of the existing 
human resources in Mananwala Distributary in order to bring about a more equitable and reliable 
supply of agricultural inputs" (Terms of Reference for the field study). All participants now have 
sufficient tools and instruments to make an analysis. 
It is felt however, that not enough use was made of the knowledge of the participants (who are 
actually also the actors) and that therefore i t  remained an identification instead of an analysis of 
the network. The training certainly helped in identifying the actors, at least in making this more 
explicit. 

3. 

This can be considered in two ways: actors who will he part of the RAAKS team, and actors in 
the system. This section focuses on the former one. 
It should be clear that the three RAAKS researchers are not the ones who are going to conduct the 
RAAKS study within the three components. They will do this i n  close collaboration with people 
working in this area, both from within and outside l lMl They will support the formation of the 
research team and facilitate the RAAKS study. The last two days of the training were used for 
working on an action plan for how to carry out these RAAKS studies. It  started with presentations 
of the problem statements in each field by the RAAKS researchers or their superviqor or 
counterpart from IIMI. After the presentatioiis tlie group split up in three groups, each working on 
one of the subjects. Logically, people from IlMl working in that specific component and 
participants, working in that specific research area, sat together to elaborate on their terms of 
reference. Other participants who were not directly involved. chose the subject of their interest. 
By some of tlie participants it was understood that these groups will - more or less in the same 
composition - be tlie core groups who are going to carry out the RAAKS research, although clear 
appointments for a follow-up have not been made. Through the training the participants could look 
at how to cooperate in  an informal way. The SWOT technique showed that i t  was difficult to 
make explicit strong and weak points of the RAAKS niethodology as seen by tlie participants. 
Some of the participants did not feel called upon to give a serious input during the formulation of 
the action plans. They had a passive attitude, expecting IlMl to take the lead since they regarded it 
as IlMl project. 

In general i t  can be said that awareness is created among the participants about which actors 
should play a role, but concrete actors could not (yet) be indicated. 

To identify actors that  may play a role in the RAAKS research 
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4. To forin and train three tennis in the iise of RAAKS for irrigation managenlent 
research 

None of tlie three groups renclicd this ohjective. 'The first steps 11:ive heen made. hut teams have 
not heen formed or trained. 'The extent to which people were interested to conunit themselves to 
he in a RAAKS team, varied a lot per participant. Some participants were apparently very 
sympathetic towards the problem statement. because they sincerely experience this as a problem as 
well. These actors are expected to form tlie 'core groups' of  the RAAKS research teams. A first 
actor network analysis led to identification of actors outside the training. who should be closely 
involved i n  the RAAKS study as well. Proper identification and selection is thought to he one of 
tlie first steps to he undertaken by the RAAKS research team. 

11;  those components in which the research team is still small, it is supposed that all new members 
will have to he trained. This is given high priority. although it is not clear yet how this will he 
done. The overall thinking is that formation and training of RAAKS research teams still needs to 
be done. 

5.  To forniulate n concrete work plan for the implementation of RAAKS activities as 
part of IIMI's research program in the FES Irrigation System 

Other coniniitnients and unfortunate circumstances made that some of the llMl staff, designated as 
supervisor of  the RAAKS study. was not in a position to fully attend al l  meetings. Especially 
tluring the last two days of the training, wherein full attention was given to the fiirmulation of 
actitrn plans, other participants (froin within and outside IIMI) were tint always given the 
encouragement that was required for an active input. Some groups clearly needed more feedhack 
froin IlMl staff or a hetter notion of the situation in the field, to he ahle to come to concrete 
proposals. 
However. tlie ternis of reference for the different components have heen analysetl and in some 
cases redefined. An actor network analysis has heen done and strong and weak points of actors 
with regard to their possihle input in the RAAKS study have heen identified. Mnreover. the 
training learned how difficult i t  is and will he i n  fufiire l o  cooperate with people who are not 
really 'RAAKS-minded'. The training gave the participants a good outlook on constraints that 
have to he dealt with in practice. 

B, Future collaboration 

Motiique n i i d  Stephan will write a report on the training course. Names of all participanfs will he 
mentioned on the first page. :IS heing the (co) producers of the report. 'The torma( that will he 
provided will he as such, that it is functional for the participants. RAAKS researchers and IlMl 
staff: 

9 I .  Introduction . 2. Evaluation - Accomplishment of TOR 
3. Aclivities / Exercises - Results - Discussion 
4. 'The Process 
5 .  Conclusions 
Annexes 

The report will he suhniitted to IlMl by January 15. 1996. 
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A copy will be send to all participants of the training, as well as the interviewees during the field 
work (with regard to the farmers we could send a 2 copies to the village?). We could distribute 
copies to all Lahore based IIMI staff as well. 

Pierre Strosser launched the idea to produce a video of the application of the RAAKS 
methodology on IIMI’s research activities in the three components. This idea was received with 
great enthusiasm by Monique Salomon and by IlMl staff. Since this video is warmly welcomed by 
both the Department of Communication and Innovation Studies and 1IM1. I propose that we 
further discuss on who delivers which input. Monique will discuss this matter with Paul Engel. 
Decisions should be taken on short notice, so that we can record the process of integration of 
RAAKS and IlMI’s research activities right From the beginning (with the understanding that the 
first step, the training course, has to be put in scene again). 

The contracts of the three RAAKS researchers end up half of May, 1996. Discussions during and 
after the training reinforced the idea to have at least one of the two consultants come to Pakistan 
again to organize a workshop at the end of the RAAKS study. IlMl staff. the RAAKS researchers 
and the consultants all showed their interest in having this follow-up. Especially for llMl it is 
considered useful to thoroughly evaluate the results reached during the RAAKS study with help of 
(an) outsider(s) who have been involved in the process ever since the beginning. but who still can 
take a more distant view. Moreover. an evaluation workshop would give ample opportunity for 
IlMl staff involved for reflection and (getting guidance) for how to proceed. Agreements for how 
to organize this future consultancy have to be discussed with Prof Skogerboe. involved liMl staff 
(inc. the RAAKS researchers) and the consultants. 

The two consultants have found themselves prepared to supervise the process of the integration of 
the RAAKS methodology within IIMl’s research activities from a distance. This is highly 
appreciated by lIMl staff and the three RAAKS researchers. Commitment towards an exchange of 
experiences and giving feedback (fax. e-mail) is considered to be the best starting point for 
structured guidance. However, it is hoped for that the RAAKS research teams, operating i n  the 
field, will use their own expertise and capacities to solve problems. I n  the form of workshops, 
organized at IIMI. they can get feedback and learn from the other teams. I n  this way other llMl 
staff is also kept informed about their activities and given the opportunity to give feedback. 
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PART 3. PROGRAM 

A. TRAINING WORKSHOP RAAKS 

DAY I :  Srinday, Deccinher 10 

08 .30  - 09.00 Registration of Participants 

\, 09.00-09.45 Opening Ceremony 

09.45 - 10.15 

Break 

10.45 - 11.15 

11.15- 11.45 

11.45 - 12.30 

Introdtiction Pierre Strosser (IIMI-Pakistan) ( I .  I )  

Ob,jectives of the Workshop and Presentation of the Programme (1.2) 

Getting Acquintetl ( I  .3) 

Learning Ohjectives ( I  .4) 

Lunch 

13.30 - 13.45 

13.45 - 14.30 

Break 

15.00 - 15.45 

15.45 - 16.45 

16.45 - 17.00 

DAY 2: 

\ 09.00 - 09.15 

09.15 - 10.15 

Break 

Energizer 

Participatory Working ( I  .5) 

RAAKS: Principles and Framework ( I  .G) 

PRA and RAAKS (1.7) 

Evaluation of the Day ( I  .8) 

Monday, Deeemher 1 1  

Review of day I (2. I )  

The Benin Case: Introduction and Video (2.2) 



10.45 - 11.00 

11.00 - 12.00 

12.00 - 12.30 

Lunch 

13.30 - 13.45 

13.45 - 14.15 

14.45 - 16.00 

16.00 - 16.45 

16.45 - 17.00 

DAY 3: 

09.00 - 09.30 

09.30 - 10.30 

10.30 - 10.45 

Break 

11.00 - 12.00 

12.00 - 12.30 

Lunch 

13.30 - 13.45 

13.45 - 14.30 

14.30 - 16.15 

16.15 - 16.45 

16.45 - 17.00 

Presentation Phase A: Windows and Tools 

Exercises Phase A: the Benin Case (2.3) 

Plenary discussion 

Energizer 

Presentation Phase B: Win 

Exercise Phase B: the Benin Case (includes hreak) (2.5) 

Plenary discussion 

Evaluation of the Day (2.6) 

ws and Tools (2.4) 

Tuesday, December 12 

Inventory of questions about RAAKS (3. I )  

Presentation Windows and Tools Phase B: the Benin Case (3.2) 

Answering question ahoat the use of Windows and Tools of Phase B (3.3) 

Window Phase B: The case of irrigation in Farooqahad (3.4) 

Presentation windows and tools of Phase C: The Benin Case (3.5) 

Review of the RAAKS Workshop (3.6) 

Outline for fieldwork (3.7) 

Preparations for field work (Including Break) (3.8) 

Plenary presentations and discussion 

Evaluation of the Day (3.9) 
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B. FIELDWORK 

DAY 4: Wednesdny, Decemher 13 

08.15 - 10.00 

10.00 - 11.30 Interviews 

11.30 - 13.00 Interviews 

Leaving for the field 

Lunch 

14.00 - 14.15 

14.15 - 15.30 

15.30 - 16.00 

lnterview Groups discussion 

Discussions in Field Groups (Including Break) 

Plenary and Wrap up 

DAY 5: Tlrursdny, Deceniher 14 

08.15 - 10.00 

10.00 - 11.30 Interviews 

11.30 - 13.00 fnterviews 

Leaving for the field 

Lunch 

14.00 - 14.15 

14.15 - 15.30 

15.30 - 16.00 

Interview Groups discussion 

Discussions in Field Groups (Including Break) 

Plenary and Wrap up 

DAY 6: Snlitrdity, IJecemher 16 

08.15 - 10.00 Leaving for the field 

2 10.00 - I I .oo Introtlucti~)n to PRA tecliniques 

11.00 - 13.00 lntcrview ;incllor PRA d i t i i q u c  
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Lunch 

14.00 - 14.15 

14.15 - 15.30 

15.30 - 16.00 

Interview Groups discussion 

Discussions in Field Groups (Including Break) 

Plenary and Wrap up 

DAY 7: Sunday, December 17 

08.30 - 10.00 

10.00 - 13.00 

Leaving for the field 

Preparations of the presentations 

Lunch 

14.00 - 16.00 Actor Workshop 

C. REFLECTION 

DAY 8: Monday, Deeemher 18 

09.00 - 10.30 

Break 

1 I .OO - 12.30 

Evaluation fieldwork and participatory working (8.1) 

Evaluation working with RAAKS-methodology (8.2) 

Lunch 

13.30 - 14.45 

14.45 - 15.00 Wrap Up 

Evaluation of the use of RAAKS hy Participants (8.3) 
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D. RESEARCH PROPOSAL VORMULATION 

DAY 9: 

09.00 - 09.10 

09.10 - 09.30 

09.30 - 10.30 

Break 

11.00 - 11.30 

11.30- 13.00 

Lunch 

14.00 - 14.30 

14.30 - 16.30 

16.30 - 17.00 

DAY 10: 

09.00 - 10.30 

11.00 - 13.00 

Lunch 

14.00 - 15.00 

15.00 - 15.30 

15.30 - 16.00 

3 16.00- 17.00 

Tuesdny, December 19 

Introduction 

Outline 2 days of research proposal writing ( I )  

Three components: Presentations RAAKS researchers (2) 

Formation Groups for Research Proposal Formulation (per area) (3. I )  

Phase A: Identify actor networks and proposition for inter-organisational 
RAAKS research group (3.2) 

Plenary presentation and possibilities for switching groups 

Phase B: SWOT - analysis per research area (3.3) 

Plenary presentations 

Wednesdoy, December 20 

Phase C: Format for research proposal 

Phase C: Action Plan (3.4) 

Plenary Presentations of the Action Plans 

Action Plan to finish the Research Proposals 

Evaluation of the Training (6) 

Closing Ceremony and Social Event 
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ACTIVITY 1.1: INTRODUCTION PIERRE STROSSER (IIMI-PAKISTAN) 

Sheets of this presentation can be found in Annex 8. 
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ACTIVITY 1.2: OBJECTIVES OF THE WORKSHOP AND PRESENTATION OF THE 
PROGRAM 

Part A 

Part B 

1.2.1 Objectives 

Objectives of the training workshop are formulated in  the Terms of Reference as follows: 
0 

0 

0 

to familiarize IlMl staff with the RAAKS methodology: 
to familiarize RAAKS researchers with JIM1 staH; 
to do a first network analysis in one of 1IMl's former research areas: 
to identify otherhew actors who can play an active role in the RAAKS reseach. to form three 
RAAKS teams; 
to formulate action plans to finalize the proposals fcjr the RAAKS research. 

Introduction to RAAKS principles and framework 
(Days 1,2,3) 

Field wnrk and actor workshop 
(Davs 4.5.6.7) 

Part C 

Part D 

Reflection o n  training 

Formillation of action plans for research proposals in IIMI's research 
components 
Finalizine iieltl renorts 

(Day 8) 

1 I (Day 9.l$ I 
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ACTIVITY 1.3: GETTING ACQUAINTED 

For this activity exercise I was used. 

1.3.1 Results und Discussioti 

In the beginning participants felt uncomfortahle and shy ahout stepping into the circle and saying their 
name. But everyone participated. In the second round, where they had to put an adjective hefore their 
name, the atmosphere changed. Most people really revealed something personal. Participants were 
surprised to find out that they had been working with someone for years without knowing this specific 
thing about that person. People started to enjoy the exercise, they laughed and the atmosphere became 
relaxed. 

In the third round, participants were asked to talk shortly in pairs ahout their work. After 10 minutes 
each participant introduced the person he or she had heen talking with. This round took more time 
than was planned. But the facilitator did not intervene as she felt it was important that participants 
would get a clear picture about their colleagues. 
It became clear that participants find it difficult to really listen. This has heen confirmed during the 
rest of the course as well. They also have difficulties in reproducing what has heen said without 
interpreting too much and they find it difficult to distinguish which information is most important and 
to summarize it. Only few participants were ahle to summarize their conversation and give a quite 
accurate picture of the other person. Most participants tried to reproduce exactly what had heen 
discussed in pairs and to f i l l  in (forgotten) gaps by interpreting o n  the spot. Several tima? the person 
that was presented felt the urge to correct the information. but was stopped by the facilitator. 



ACTIVITY 1.4: LEARNING OBJl3CTIVES 

For this activity exercises 2 and 3 were used. 

1.4.1 Results 

1.4.1.1 Exwctations: 

The expectations of the participants could he categorized under the following headings: 
RAAKS Methodology 

not only the methodology hut specifically how it can he used for ohjectives of the 
participants (dissemination nf research rmults, new itleology for training course, 
organization of farmers, application in irrigation system operation and management) 

necessity, oppnrtunities and constraints for collahoration and communication hetween 
relevant actors, agencies. 

Collahoration in Irrigation Management 

Exchange of Experiences 
Practicality of RAAKS 

insight in the way RAAKS can he used in the Pakistan context. can RAAKS organize 
farmers, will there he three research plans. 3 research teams, can it he disseminated to 
farmers and other interested institutions 

to learn, to hecome part of the social system in irrigated agriculture, ohserve farmers' 
attitudes, can water user associations work effectively? Can I use RAAKS in future 
research and johs? 

Personal expectations 

1.4.1.2 Learnine Ohiectives 

Firr each of the categories identified from the expectations. participants indicated their learning 
oh.jectives: 

Methotlology 
c to learn whether RAAKS is a research tool which could offer support in asking the 

right qoestions. collecting infirrmation. familiarize penple with the production system, 
identify actors. selecting Farmers. supporting present action research 
to !earn how to  use the tnethodology and specifically the juggling with windows. 
tn  learn whether RAAKS would he fit for the Pakistani context, its application in 
irrigation and drainage. 
to learn ahout the similarities andlor differences through comparison with other 
methodologies such as PRA and other 'traditional' appraisal methods 

c 
c 

c 

Exchange of experience 
b 

b 

to learn ahout the experiences with RAAKS and its implementation in development 
studies. actinn research 
to learn ahout the use of RAAKS in different environments. in irrigation management. 
institution huilding, irrigation agronnmy 
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0 

0 

1.4.2 

b to learn about perceptions of prohletns hy different actors, opinions of other 
organizations on possibilities and constraints of Participatory Irrigation Management 
( P W  
to learn ahout the methods of the other organizations present 
to learn ahout the experiences of different projects 

b 

b 

Collahoration in Irrigation management 
b 

b 

to learn to identify key actors to work with 
to learn how to hring actors (farmers, line agencies and IIMI) together through 
RAAKS, form collahorative coalitions that are workahle and feasihle, what are the 
henefits for different actors and what could he their motives to collahorate; what 
languages do the different parties speak, how can they communicate? 

Personal 
b to learn 
b 

b 

t 

to learn to use RAAKS in own research or PIM 
to learn how to train other peopldstaff 
to learn about farmers hehavior antl expectations and ahout Water User Organizations 

Observations and Discussion: 

The formulation of expectations and specifically the learning oh.jectives was difficult for the 
participants. The distinction hetween expectations antl learning objectives was not clear and the 
facilitators' explanations in this did not clarify it.  

Participation (if the trainees in categorization of expectations needed active facilitation. During the 
categorization the group stood i n  front of the wall where all colored cards had heen put. Only a few 
persons were actively involved in categorizing the cards. Since these were mainly expatriatas, the 
facilitator requested the people standing in the hack row whether they agreed with the categorization 
and thus trying to get more participation from Pakistani participants. 

Main objectives for participating in the training differed hetween IlMl staff antl reprerentatives of 
other organizations. The results from both exercises showed much more personal interest in learning 
(about) the RAAKS methodology than looking for an instrument to strengthen or improve 
'collaboration in irrigation management'. 

ACTIVITY 1.5: PARTICIPATORY WORKING 

For this activity exercise 4 was used. 

1.5.1 Results 

From the cards o n  'What does participatory working mean to you?' the group identified a numher of 
issues that together formed an image of participatory working: 
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"Participatory working is working together and collectively deciding on roles and rules fnr 
working. Everyone ha.. herlhis nwn respcinsihilily. Everyone can take the initiative though it 
may he necessary that somwne will coordinate. Fnr participatory wnrking there must he 
sciinething common, like an issue, a prohleni. a purpose. or a n  interest. Involvement is 
achieved through communication and sharing resources". 

This image was ustxl for h ik ing  in to  opportunities ant1 constraints that the participants feel they will 
encounter if they want to work i n  a participahiry manner. Opportunitim mentioned were the favorahle 
environment and morelhetter integration and collahoration. Constraints mentioned were lack of 
integration of participatory working in work. conflict of intersst (nr oh.jectives), lack of coordination, 
no conducive environment (fixed roles). lack (or imhalance) of respnnsihilities. In the discussion on 
the apparent discrepancy o f  conducive or non-conducive environment, it was mentioned that the 
environment for participatory working was different for the different institutions: in some it was 
supportive. in others it was not. 

The inventory of the participatory methods and techniques and the experience yielded the following: 
. Participatory Irrigation Management (PIM) 
. Rapid Appraisal of Agricultural Knowledge Systems (RAAKS) 
. Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) 
. Meetings (supervision) I seminars 
. GRAAP 
. Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) 
, Ccxiperative Movement launched hy government 
. formation of Water User Associations I Salt Land Users Associations I iinprove user 
association 
. extension service 
. Scheme Development Process 
, Scheme Management Plan 
. Participatory Technology Development 
. demonstration I exhihition 

Few participants had practical experience with these techniques and methods 

1.5.2 Observations and Discussion 

During the categorization of cards the facilitator still had to stimulate active participation hy 
motivating participants to step forward and directing questions to individual participants. People were 
stimulated to read all cards hecause they had to put their cards on the wall close to other cards that 
matched theirs. 
The facilitators could have stimulated learning ahout participatnry working much more hy using the 
definition of 'participatory wnrking' developed hy the group. They coiild have written the definition 
on a sheet and put it in a prominent place to he seen and read hy the participants. Thus they could 
have stimulated participants to cnnsult the cards and rellect on the concept of participatory working. 
Now the cards were just left for 'decoration' of the room. 
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ACTIVITY 1.6: RAAKS: PRINCIPLES AND FRAMEWORK 

1.6.1 Introductinn 

RAAKS stands for Rapid Appraisal of Agriculhiral Knowledge Systems (RAAKS). RAAKS is 
proposed here to support IlMl in analyzing social performance in irrigation and designing new 
strategies. RAAKS is developed at the Department of Communication and Innovation Studies of 
Wageningen Agricultural University under auspices of Dr,lr, Paul Engel (Engel, 1994). Born as a 
practical method of participatory diagnosis for small farmers in Colombia it has heen refined in its 
actual appearance (Engel, Salomon & Fernandez, 1994; see also Box 1). 

RAAKS offers a flexihle framework for defining complex prohlem situations and design desired and 
thus sustainable actions. There is no one perfect way of doing RAAKS. Working with RAAKS 
requires flexihility and creativity. There is no recipe for performing a RAAKS study, nor is there an 
ideal RAAKS exercise. Each person or team will have to adapt it to the prohlem situation at hand. 
Three elements have to be rearranged while designing a RAAKS application. 

I = Intentions nnd principles 
A = Annlylicnl dcsipn 
P = Pmcedural dcnign 

I + A + P = M  

M = RAAKS mclhidology I 
1.6.2 Principles 

. 162 .1  Princioles of RAAKS 
The RAAKS methodology is hased on the following principles: 
0 Sysrems rhinking; 

RAAKS is based on systems thinking. This implies that w Jon? look at singled nut 
relationships hut at the correlation hetween relationships and the result of that correlation. 

Rather than optimizing within constraints set, RAAKS is trying to stimulate (joint) learning 
and reflection. 

0 Multiple perspectives 
Different people will make different ohservatinns and evaluations of a situation which leads to 
different actions. Many different perspectives provide an explanatory framework for a 
situation. However, none of these frameworkslperspectives is the overall explanatory one (see 
figure 6. I ) .  

Many innovation efforts have heen frustrated hecanse those who could use or henetit from the 
innovation did nnt. They were not involved in the learning process, understanding the 
situation, and the decision making on inlerventions/actions that need to he undertaken. 

0 f'joiifr) learning arid rej7ectiorr 

0 Participatory 

0 Action orirrfred 
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Many methods get stuck o n  analysis of' a situation instead of moving towards action. RAAKS 
keeps fociissing on actions as final outcome. 

FIGURE 6.1: MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES 

74 
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The Knowledee Svstem Perspective 

In order to understand where these principles come from and what they stand for. we need to look 
into the development of the Knowledge System Perspective. 

Linear Thinking 
For many years the linear model has - and still is - dominating thinking ahout innovation. This has 
not heen limited to the field of irrigation or agriculture in general hut also prevails in other areas such 
as in management of organizations for example, The linear motlel, also called the Transfer of 
Technology model (TOT), is top-down (figure 6.2). Research is perceived as the o n l y  source of 
knowledge. Extension hasically has to do nothing hut to transfer this knowledge to farmers. Farmers 
only need to use the knowledge to obtain good results. 

This way of (linear) thinking has shown not to work for a numher of reasons: 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

It neglects the creative role of the socalletl 'receivers' 
It has a preconceived notion that new ideas are gnod and must he adopted 
The model generates generalizations which are not adoptahle in complex prohlem situations 
with high uncertainty and multiple causes 
There is no difference made hetween i) the research and ii) the use that is made of research 
by development organizations and extension services. 
It does not take power into consideration e.g. farmers have no countervailing power to 
demand services 

There, of course, have heen adaptations of the TOT model (see figure 6.3): 
0 Diversification, defining different target groups specially aiming at "innovative" farmers that 

will adopt and then "diffusion will take place while yoo sleep". This did not work either. An 
example is the Training & Visit system of extension which has heen implemented by the 
World Bank in many Third World countries. 
A more two-way/feedhack model: asking farmers what they want. what they will do and 
atljust research agenda. Examples are on-farm research, farming system research and 
development. However, the initiative and decision making often still lies with the 
research(ers) 

Knowledge Systems Thinking 
The Knowledge System Perspective is based on different assumptions than  the linear model. The most 
imptrrtant assumption is: 

0 

- knowledge is not developed in isolation hut through interaction. The interaction in fact is  the 
carrier of knowledge. 

there is not one source of knowledge 
there is a need to think in terms of a system instead of singled out relationships, 
knowledge includes a tremendous amoont of mutual influencing and decision making; 

The implications of this assumption are: 
- 
- 
- 

Figure 6.4 presents the knowledge system inotlel 
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FIGURE 6.2: THE LINEAR MODEL OR TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY VOT) MODEL 
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FIGURE 6.3: ADAPTATIONS OF THE LINEAR MODEL 
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FIGURE 6.4: THE KNOWLEDGE SYSTEM MODEL 
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Hard System vs So@ Systems 
Hard systems can he descrihed hy physical factors. The objective of a hard system is mostly fixed so 
you can concentrate on the "how" question in achieving the ohjectives. An example is an irrigation 
system. 

Soit systems are mostly human activity systems. These systems do not liave huilt-in ohjectives, people 
have ohjectives. When people start to operate as a system,this must he on the hasis of agreement, 
tuning of ohjectives and acceptance of common goals. A n  example of a soft system is for example the 
management of irrigation systems. 

1.6.2.3 Soft Svstem Methodology 

To operationalize the Knowledge system perspective, the Soft Systems Methodology by Checkland 
(1991) was adopted. This methodology has (he following elements: 
0 A continuous learning process 
0 Different individuals/groups (autonomous) make different evaluations of situations which lead 

to different actions. Multiple perspectives are involved in analyzing situations and formulating 
options. 
Prohlems should he dealt with as a whole and not split up in sub-prohlems 
The use of designed systems, working models hared on  individual'slgroup perceptions. 

0 

0 

Figure 6.5 presents the Soft System Learning Cycle that is used as a hasis for the analytical design of 
the RAAKS methodology. 
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FIGURE 6.5: RAAKS' SOFT SYSTEM METHODOLOGY (cf Checkland and Scholes, 1991) 
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1.6.3 

RAAKS can be applied for different purposes (e.g. evaluation, market research, participatory 
planning) in different situations (e.g. sector, prohlem, country, theme) each requiring different ways 
of designing the RAAKS process. 

Intentions of a RAAKS exercise 

1.6.4 Analytical Design 

The analytical design of RAAKS relates to phases and windows (see figure 6.6). Three phases can he 
distinguished: A) Prohlem definition and system identification; B) Analysis of constraints and 
opportunities; C) Action planning. Within each phase a number of analytical perspectives or 
'windows' are offered. These windows are at the core of RAAKS. They provide an approach to 
analyzing the prohlem situation at hand, suggesting focal issues and/or possihle questions, which may 
be used, adapted and extended according to the situation under scrutiny. All windows of phase A and 
C have to be addressed. However, in phase B a selection of windows has to be made according to the 
prohlem situation at hand, the team's preferences, and time and humanpower availahle. Some of the 
windows partly overlap. Phases and windows don't suggest a strict chronological order. In practice, 
one may find it necessary to combine phases, interchange windows, to review previous analysis and 
design new windows. 

1.6.5 Procedural Design 

The procediiral design refers to the process of organizing the RAAKS exercise. Ideally RAAKS is 
carried out hy an interdisciplinary team, consisting of persons with experience in applying RAAKS 
and persons with experience in,  and knowledge of the prohlem situation under scrutiny. Collection of 
data takes place through studying documents (literature, articles, anniial reports, tlatahases etc.), semi- 
structured interviews and sometimes questionnaires. At the end of each phase discussion papers are 
prepared which are discussed in actor workshops. Relevant parties :ire actively involved in analysis of 
intermediate oiitcomes and design of actions. Thus, RAAKS seeks tu facilitate a .joint learning process 
among actois involved in a prohlem situation. 
Depending on the intentions of the RAAKS exercise. participation is organized accordingly. In 
practice case studies have heen done ranging from a desk study to a full participatory learning cycle 
(see hox 6 .  I ) .  
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FIGURE 6.6: RAAKS fi-ainework 

Faciliroring irmovarion: fiUK.5 

A: Problem definition & system identification 

@ A3 Diverse missions ... 

A1 Appraisal obiective(s) ._. 

A4 Environment . __ 
A2 Relevant actors ... 

A5 Clarifying the problem ._ 

6: Constraint & opportunity analysis 

B1 Impact ... 

82  Actors ... 86 Coordination ... 

85 Tasks ... .@ 94 Integration .. 

88 Understanding social organization for innovation 

83 Knowledge 
networks ... 

87 Communication ... 

C: Articulating s tra tegy/a ction planning 
- - 

C1 knowledge management ... ? 

C2 Actor potential ... 4- 
C3 Strategic comrnitrreits . _.  

Figure ; R A M S :  juggling with pcr:pcctivcr 
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Box 6.1: Different RAAKS designs 

Intention 

Phnring nut or an irrigation project in Ile 4 Morphilc, Scnegnl 
(Annemarie Gmot, WAU) 

Social rsasihility dhin-clhnnol a8 lrnnapon Rrel in Ihs Nonh or 
the Nelherlands (Willem van Weperon CI "I. WAU) 

Reslrusturing exlcnsion in Eastern Europe (Dulsh Extension 
Service DLV) 

Knowledge Mnnngemea or 0rgauir.nlion uorling 
inlemslionally (Dutch Develcipmcnr Organimticw SNV) 

Aiiolysis 

Phnres: 
. A & B  
. B & C  
. Monitoring & cwiualion C 

Windows! 
Tnska, Communication, 
Knowledge network 

rilasea: 
. A & B  
. B & C  

Windows: 
Comoienication. 
Knowlcdgc nelwork. 
Intcgralion. 
Conrdinalion 

R,nrcs: 
. A & B & C  

Windows: 
Tnsk. 
Inlcgmlion, 
Knowledge network 
777 

Phnrcr: 
. A & B  
. B & C  
. moniloring & cvsluntion C 

Windows: 
Communication, Integration. 
Knowledge network, 
I " I p R e I 

I'mncedure 

TC"W 
30 rannom and pmjcct staff 

Mahads: 
Interviews 
Aclor workshoos 

Ten",: 
1 r e ~ ~ a r c l i e r ~  (2 WAU, I 
Itxnl) 
Stccring coinmiltee 

Melhods: 
Idcrviews 
Qucslionniire 
Actor workshops 

T C W K  

DLV-conwllanta 

Methods: 
Interviews 
Key-aclor Mccling 

TCO,, , :  

3 head qiinners rlnN/ 2 
RAAKS c ~ n s ~ l l a n l s  

Mclhods: 
lnlelviews 
Qwslionnaire 
Workshop 
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ACTIVITY I .7: FRA uiid RAAKS 

For this activity exercise 5 was used. 

1.7.1 Results 

Neither group finished the exercise completely. Group A completed the identification and priorization 
of problems and actors hut was not ahle to draw conclusions. Group I3 completed the identification 
and priorization of the problems and was looking at the main actors that (could/should) occupy 
themselves with these prohlems. 

u Grouo A 

BLEMS IDENTIFIED: 

ant productivity (7) 
canal water shortage & sliortnge at tail (10) 
lahor problems at transplant ( I )  
seepage lending to wll ( I )  

social problems (4 )  
6 lack of communication between Farmers and research (2) 
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SHEET I 

Shortage of Water 

Social Relations 

Irrigation Department 

Inequity 

I 11 Problems Actors # 

Irrigation Department (ID) 

Influential Farmers 

Politicians 

Politicians 
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ACTIVITY I .8: WRAP UP (Evslualioii of Ihe day) 

For this activity cxercise 6 was uwd. 

1.8.1 Results 

EVALUATION DAY 1 

AK POINTS: 
0 too short time for exercises 
0 bad time management 

RAAKS presentation too long and too much jargon 
0 introduction of RAAKS and PRA too late in the prngram 

getting acquainted too long 

good knowledge of RAAKS 
gnod speakers on RAAKS 

0 real participation 
good atmosphere 

SUGGESTIONS: 
0 stimulate the discwsion hy statements 

more time for reflection 
more hreaks 
program should he from 900 - 16:00 
hatter tinie management for exercises 
more practical work. little themy 
distrihute literature heforehand 
explain lecture I exercise hefore starting 
decide together on tasks in snisll groups 
energizers every day 
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1.8.2 Ohservntinns and discussion 
In spite of the positive comments on the training style, the participants are clearly not used to the 
style of working of the trainers. The participants clearly don't like the fact that they: 

0 

Participants are also not used tn take a fair amount (if time to get acquainted. It is unclear whether 
they consider it unnecessary or whether they feel that getting acquainted is something that can he done 
informally. This comment may he related to the comment on RAAKS and PRA being tou late in the 
program, 

are not lectured hut given only necessary instructions 
have to take responsibility within the small groups 
have to work within a time limit 
have to come to conclusions in a short time period 

, 
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DAY 2: Monday, December 11 



ACTIVITY 2.1: REVIEW OF DAY 1 

2.1.1 Results 

The results o f  the evaluation of day 1 were used to make a start for day 2. I t  was stressed again to the 
participants that working with RAAKS can mean working under time pressure, working together in a 
group with people that have different opinions and s t i l l  decisions and conclusions need to be made. 
The way o f  working in groups and the limited amount o f  time for exercises wil l  he sustained. 

ACTIVITY 2.2: THE BENIN CASE INTRODUCTION AND VIDEO 

For this activity the video "7he system and the soil" by Peter Liride and the checklist 2 were used. 

2.2.1 Presentation 

The video is presenting the situation o f  the Adja Plateau in Benin, West Alrica. The v idw  shows 
male antl female farmers antl their daily prohlenis. Three organizations are working in the area with 
Wrmers. A l l  three organizations w e  very different extension approachtx One is less succesfiil than 
the other. Representatives o f  those organizations talk about their work and their ideals. successes and 
failures. Some also give comments on the other organizations. A representative of the University o f  
Benin also gives his comment on the activities on the Ad,ia Plateau. 

CARDER 

RAMR 

PEMR 

Who are these three organizations: 
Regional Centre for Rural Development 
A government body providing extension and inputs. They also market products for 
farmers. Extension officers o f  CARDER provide technical knowledge from research 
stations to farmers. 

Applied Research in  the Real Environment 
This instittite adapts research done at research stations to the context of local farmers. 
They use the Farming Systems Research and Extension approach. They also develop 
new technologies under real l i f e  conditions. An example is shown in the video: an 
experiment with 'mucuna' an indigenous plant. 

Commonity Development in the Real Environment 
A non-governmental organization ("30) who uses the functional approach. Animators 
identify priority prohlenis ( 1 1  loc:tl communities. Ctrminunity members are organized 
into 'functional groups' who try to find solutions to a specific pmhlem. Animators 
organize exciirsions to see how crther people managed. they help to find funding for 
activities and they invirlve government antl other agencies. PEMR also provides 
limited funding to groups who don't have access to credit (e.g. women) only to start 
up activities. 

Persons interviewed: 
Representative o f  CARDER in Mono 

s.1- d Srrmn. I.".'% 
MAKS -mI* wrb- 
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0 Rural Development officer at District level (called RDR) 
0 Extension agent (called AVA) 

Male farmer 
First wifelfemale farmer 
Second wifelfemale farmer 
Landowner 
Representative of the Faculty of Agronomy from the University of Benin 

Key-questions: 
1) 
2) 

Participants were divided into three groups of consultants. These consultant groups were invited to do 
a RAAKS study of the prohlems on the Adja plateau in Benin. The information for the study would 
he presented on video. Participants were instructed to watch the video carefully as the video would he 
the main source of information for the RAAKS study. In the afternoon participants would have the 
opportunity to interview two resource persons from the Adja plateau (impersonated by the two 
facilitators). 

After the introduction to the video a list of key-questions was distrihuted. This list enabled 
participants tn  structure data collection from the video. Before the video was started the consultant 
groups had some time to divide the questions among themselves. 
AAer the video was shown the consultant groups received the terms of reference for the RAAKS 
study. 

Is CARDER capable of reaching farmers when it comes to agricultural innovation? 
How effective are the three organizations in hringing about positive changes for farmers? 

"CARDER would like the group to formulate recommendations to change 
farmers' attitudes in order for farmers to adopt CARDER advised practices on 
food crops." 

The consultant groups were formed heforehand by the facilitators. Each group consisted of a RAAKS 
researcher from WAU, IlMl staff who follnwed the introductory RAAKS workshop in April and 
persons from other agencies. 

Group division: 
A 
B 
C 

Mirza, Nathalie, Mushtaq, Saeed, Beg. Gulrez Akhar, Naqvi. Ineke 
Waqar, Derk, Rafique, Cris, Rana, Jan. Munawar, Gulraiz Khan 
Ali, Jos, Mehmood, Neekje, Nianiat, Ahhasi, Arshad, Pierre 
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ACIIVITV 2.3: EXERCISE PHASI', A: TIIE UENlN CASE 

For this artidty rxrrcisc 7 are used. 

2.3.1. Results 

. 2.3 I 1 R a u l t s  of eroun A 

CTORS, EXTERNAL FACTORS AND PROBLEMS 

External Factors: 
Govt. policy focosses on  export crops (colton) ( I ) .  
falling prices oi l  - shift towards wine production necessary (Z), 
Predemocratic heritage (3) 

Prohlenis: 
poor reception of farmers (7). 
water shortage ( I ) ,  
lack of coordination between agencies (4), 
lack of interest in farmers' needs (6), 

degradation of the soil (2). 
availability of the land, population pressure (9, 
poor financial resources, non-availability of credit (2) 

inconsistent with farmers' needs ( I ) .  

(hetween hrackets the ranking and/or scoring by the group) 

T h e  group came up  with the following redefinition of the prohlem: 
"How can farmers' attitude be changed towards CARDER advice?" 
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Results of erouo B 

No drawing of the problem situation 

ieet 1: Actors, Objective 

ACTORS 

Oi l  Planter 

Cotton plmter 

Food crop planter (women) 

Landlords 

CARDER, Exleiision agents 

RAMR 

PEMR 

Credit agencies 

and Prvhleins 

OBJECTIVES 

0 to have tiinximum Innd tinder oil palm 
trees 
0 Cash hy selling oi l  & wine 

to have more cash incomc 

s e l l  mllicienoy in atnple h d  and through 
marketing o l  hcanr 
(clothing, mcdscine) 

0 icy to innwncc thc cropping pnllern 
0 power 

10 Bcilitnle ths rnrmer to increase yield 
o f  orups (cotton & maize) 

lo develop new technology fit b r  the 
l a m e r ' s  liclds 

community /institutional development 

e d u E II I i D n 

0 to provide credit for inputs, especially 

0 making money 
ror COI~O" 

PROBLEMS 

0 marketing 
no credil 

0 had variety 
no credit 

0 gender 
0 preservation maize 

lbrmcn don't adopt technologies 

create awareness (theory i s  not 
practice) 

process takes time'(awareness) 

more lheory less practice 

repayment 
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Group B came 10 the fnllowing redefinition of the prohlem: 
"How can communicatinn hetween organisations and farmers and among farmers be 
improved?" 

2.3.1,3 Results of erouD C 

Problems: Ext. 
Ag. 
- CARDER does not consider farmers' 

wishes while making decisions 

- Communication Gap 

Government has no strong roots in 
people 

no benefit from scientific 4 
development for farmers 

- 

Carde farme 
r rs 

13 - 

6 2 

4 

PEM 
R 

5 

7 

I 

4 

I I I I I I I 
coring o f  actors that should take the lead in solving problems) 

RAM Govt. DEO 
R 

- - 

1 - 

13 . 

2 2 6 

Group C came up with the following redefinition of the prnhlem: 
"How can the attitudes of the farmers and the organizations he changed?" 

2.3.2 Observotinns and Discussion 

Not all groups presented a drawing of the prohlem situation. Most groups had not ended the problem 
priorization and analysis. 

The groups had difficulties in elahorating upon the information collected from the exercises. They 
also found it difficult to analyze the matrix in such a way that they could draw conclusions from it. 
They seemed to he afraid to draw conclusions. 

I t  hecame clear that most participants still think according to the linear model. They perceive the 
prohlem as reluctance of farmers and don't question CARDER'S approach. Moreover, they did not 
qumtion the validity of the terms of reference given to them. 

It was nice to see that the groups came up with their own schemes. 

The differences in analysis led to different prohlem statements hy the groups. 

The groups I'elt the need to fj l l  in the gaps they think exist within the system e.g. group B brouglit up 
credit itgencies as an actor. This actor was not mentioned i n  the video nor in the information 
provided. l h e  group then came up with infi)rination which was possihly hased o n  their own 
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knowledge of the situation in Pakistan. This shows the point that people do not like the unknown or 
feel uncomfortahle with a situation in which they do not have all necessary information and still have 
to make an analysis and take decisions: they start making theories about it and using these as, what 
they consider, a true image of the real situation. 

With respect to the group processes: 
Group C was in a separate room, all participants standing around the table and heing actively 
involved in the process. 
Group B was also in a separate room, two expatriates standing at the hoard and the other participants 
were seated. 
Grciup A remained in the conference room and all pwticipants remained seated. 

ACTIVITY 2.4: PRESENTATION PIlASE B: WINDOWS AND TOOLS 

2.4.1 Presentation 

The various windows and their tools were not presented extensively since their description can be 
found in the manual. Instead, important ’points of attention’ were presented and thus indirectly a 
number of the windows. The following points of attention were mentioned: 

2.4.1.1 Choice of windows and motivation 

Be clear why you choose the windows! Don’t spend much time on which window can do what, but 
decide quickly. Spend more time on why you choose those windows and what kind of insights you 
expect from them. Box 4.1 presents a nuniher of examples. The choice of the windows is linked to 
the prohlem statement. 

BOX 4.1: 

Problem statement: 

EXAMPLES FOR CHOOSING WINDOWS 

offer it .  
B4 Integration Analysis: to find what new relationships are needed 

BG Coordination analysis: to find out who pulls the strings now 
should be pulling them. 
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2.4.1.2 

Some windows may seem rather straightforward such as for example window B5 the Task Analysis 
and window 84 Integration Analysis. Ifowever, the groups should be aware that they are making an 
interpretation of the tasks they think are relevant in that situation. The interpretation should be made 
clear! Document it! 
The windows and tools do not give a recipe for how to see &he prohlem. You have to redesign them 
so they can give you the information you are looking for. Discuss how you can operationalize the two 
windows and their tools, decide how you are going to redesign them and than start with the work. 

Ooerationalize windows and accomoativine tools 
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management, while others have a lot of knowledge on ecolog 
. .  .. 

pecialized knowledge on organic farming. 

put in a matrix. All actors are put on the X-line and th 
e actors are indicated on the X-line with a number from I to 5 (1 someti 

-line show who has many contacts with w 
tors and who is mentioned very little. Th 

two separate networks of actors with different ohjectives: I )  The agricultural network wit 
ers, farmers organizations and service providers who come to the larm including the 

extension services. 2) The environmental network of nature nnd environmental organizations, the 
of Environment and organic farmers. Contact with the agricultural network tak 

f Aericulture and (he Miniqtrv of Environment. 

pulled hy the international mnrket and the governmen 
is pulled hy the government policy on envinmment. Both policies ha 

contradicting objectives on some points. 

2.4.1.3 Combinine the results from windows and tools 
Coming tn cnnclusions on the  Social Organisation of  Inn~ivatitrn will depend o n  combining the various 
windows used for analysis. Window 88 Understanding the Social Organisation of  Innovation is 
obligatory as it is the synthesis nf the various windows used. Make a drawing to clarify the problem 
situation. 
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BOX 4.3 PLE OF COMBINING RESULTS OF DII'I.'E 

The integration nnalysis showed two separate networks of nctors with dif'tcrent ohleelives. l h e  
knowkdge network nnalysis showed that within these networks knowledge exchnnged was different in 

ACTIVITY 2.5: 

For this activity exercise 8 W(IS used. 

2.5.1 Results 

2.5.1.1 Results of Brow A 

EXERCISE PHASE B: THE BENIN CASE 

SHEET 1: WINDOWS CHOSEN 

Problem definition: 

1) Actor nnalysis: 
How can farmers' attitude he changed townrds CARDER advice? 

- who are the most important actors? 
- whnt are their characteristics? 
- who are successful nctors? Why? 
- what do they do? 

2) Coliiinunication analysis 
- do they speak the same langunge'? 
- is eftactive communication piissihle? 
- is dialogue possihlc? 

- who has contact with whom? Why? What is the intensity of the contacts? 
- Clusters? 

3) Integration analysis 
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SIIEET 2: ACTOR ANALYSIS (?) 

RAMR (leu1 lop corner of sheet) 
- dscription and activities: On-Farm Research with Progrewve Farm (farmers know) 
- resources: slnff, research, adoptiw and intruducllon ( i f  new technology 

R (right lop corner of sheet) 
ities: mobilize people, mobilize resources, commoniwtion facdlties 

e industries, creditr, community mobilization ski 
mmunilylfamilylwomen's problems1 health 

ities: farming (men and women), cominunic 

- resource 

und, gender role, la 
g system, knowledge 

ction of new technology, new 
in2 & Visit (all or selective), .. - 

only agric. 
- resources: knowledge new technology, set up (organis in), skills (communi 

SHEET 4: DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 

- no linkages between RAMR - CARDER, RAMR - PEMR, PEMR - CARDER 

only one-way, directional linkages to farmers from RAMR. PEMR and CARDER hut no 
reciprocal linkages 

2.5.1.2 Results of mow B 

Group B formulated their problem definition as follows: 
"How can communication hetween organisations and farmers and among farmers he 
improved?" 

Sheet 2 :  
Drawing showed o n l y  links hetween farmers and the three organisations 
Sheet 3: 
Drawing showing linkages hetween all actors. 

Drawing showing existing set tip 

Drawing showing Proposed I Recommended Set tip 
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MMUNICATION WINDOW 

- Social: status, education - cultural: urhan. rural 
- cognitive: formal education. actual farming practices 
itiss for communication 

movers inters1 (CARDER) 
ives community oriented (PEMR) 

- democratic way of working (RAMR) 

- learning attitude of farmer 

- organisations not rendy to listen to farmers 
- farmers do  not believe unless they see it happening 
- limited re.wiirc%y (RAMR) 
- cannot reach whole community (RAMR) 
- farmers want money not work (Ext) 

- different perspectives, visionq and ideology 

ion with fnrmen by providing improved seed / tmh etc (RAMR) 

trnints for communicaIion 

Conimuiiication prohlems 

(drawing showing three different lines: government-carder-deo-ext.agent-farmers (only 
farmers-PEMR, fnrnisrs-RAMR (two-way flows)) 

2&!J Results of eroiin C 

Prohleni delitiition: 
How cat1 the altitudes of the farmers and the organizations h e  changed? 

Sliect I presents their results. 
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nt CARDER top-down approach 
2. 
3. No proper feedback 
4. Overlapping Tasks 
5. 

Actors want to improve communication 

Different Approaches for similar taqks 
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2.5.2 Observation and Discussion 

During the groupwork two of the groups depended heavily on the RAAKS researchers in their group. 
They expected the RAAKS researchers in their group to tell them what to do. The facilitators had 
anticipated this to happen antl had instriictetl the RAAKS rese;irchers not  to take that responsihility 
and leave it to the group. In one of the groups a lot of pressure was pot o n  the RAAKS researcher. 
One of the facilitators intervened which led to a confrontation with the other group memhers. Finally, 
they decided that the RAAKS researcher would start up the process and the group took over later on. 
Still, the group did not function well. 

All groups had a lot of difficulty in choosing and operationalizing windows, analysing the information 
and drawing conclusions. During the presentations this was hrought up by one of the members of 
group A. He started the presentation of his group hy commenting that it had not heen a good exercise 
for them. The participants felt not comfortable with the exercise hecause: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

In the brief discussion that followed it  hecaine clear that  a nuniher of participants felt that the teaching 
method needed to he changed hecause it was so much tliflerent from theirs. They opiniated that in 
Pakistan the trainer instructed the participants first and showed them how things were done hefore 
they themselves would implement it. 
The facilitators explained that they wanted to facilitate a process o f  ’learning by doing’. They felt they 
had to push participants into the water so they learn how to swim. One participant remarked that 
before going into the water they needed instructions IICIW to swim. “If you push us into the water we 
think you want to kill us”. 

Part of the prohlem may also he related to the uncertainty one has to deal with while using RAAKS: 
conflicting opinions. multiple perspectives of the prohlem situation. It  is very hard for participants to 
maintain those multiple perspectives: they tend to choose to look irom one angle only. I n  the Uenin 
Case they tentled ttr chose either farmers’ point of view or CARDER’S. 
However. the hottom line was that participants ielt uncomfortahle with the teaching method and 
needed more guidance from the Pdcilitators. Thus. it was decided that the next day the hcilitaturs 
woultl give a presentation (11’ how they wtriiltl use the wititlows xntl tools and use the Benin Case as an 

they did not  know what they were doing 
it was a rough exercise in which they did not know what to do 
the participants were not aware of the activiticq. the trainers should have suggested literature 
so people would have come prepared. 
small hriefings on the windows hy a senior were necessary 
it was a painful process 

ex;nnple. 

General remark: 
In presenting the grcriip restilt some persons tend to tell only their (iwn story instead of the story of 
the group. Disputes. disagreements or contradictory statements antl opinions were thus left out. t 
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ACTIVITY 2.6.: 

For this activity exercise 6 was used 

2.6.1 Results 

EVALUATION OF THE DAY 
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2.6.2 Observnlions and Discussion 

The morning session was good, hut in the afternoon Uiings went wrong! 

It was clear from the discussion during and after the presentations of the B-phase that the participants 
expected, requested and needed more instructions for the windows and tools and the exercises that the 
trainers provided. 

The remark that the hectic and confused atmosphere overtook/overruled creativity was considered 
very valid. In addition to trying to clarify the exercises as much as possible, the trainers should also 
pay more attention to the group work; the well organised and open minded group did not become 
very chaoticlhectic, whereas the less democratically organised group (the one in which tasks were 
assigned by one person) did. 

The complaint about the time constraint again was invalidated hy the participants' own performance: 
they produced usahle outputlproducts within the time set for the exercise. 

The active working in groups and the attitude of the trainers in accomodating the wishes of the 
participants resulted in a good atmosphere. The flexihility of the trainers to change the programme 
according to the wishes of the participants was well appreciated. 

! 
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DAY 3: Tuesday, December 12 



ACTIVITY 3.1: 

For this activiry exercise 9 was used. 

3.1.1 Results 

Participants had agreed upon reading chapters 3, 4 and 5 of the RAAKS manual. They were asked to 
write down all questions they had ahout RAAKS from the preceding days and from reading the 
manual. The first session of the day was spent inventorizing all questions. Participants were instructed 
to inventorize all questions by writing down each question on a small card and put them on the wall. 
Cards were then categorized by the participants. They came up with the following categories: 

INVENTORY OF QUJBTIONS ABOUT RAAKS 

getting started 
making a drawing 
choosing windows 
operationalize wind(rws 
comhine results from different windows 
synthesis 
defining a problem situation 

1. Observations and Discussion 

Some of these categories were discussed. The questitin how to get started was considered very 
important as this related to IIMI's current situation. They are faced with the problem how to involve 
organisations in participatory irrigation management. They seem to he reluctant to participate. How 
can they he convinced that it is important? The facilitators argued that in RAAKS it is essential to 
find out the different views of organisations. They often have very good reasons why they don't want 
to participate. For l lMl participatory irrigation management is the solution to prohlems in irrigation. 
Other organisations may have a different perception on what is needed in irrigation, what is wrong 
and how this should he solved. These tlilferences in views should he made explicit and put for debate. 
This will he the starting point for finding some commtrn ground to work from. 

The remaining cards were used later on hy one of the facilitators during his presentation of windows. 

ACTIVITY 3.2: PRESENTATION OF Tl lE  WINDOWS AND TOOLS USED IN PIIASE 
B: THE BENIN CASE 

3.2.1 Phase A: The  Benin Case 

I Window A l  (Re)definine the obiective of the amraisal itself 
Original TOR for the groups was: 
"CARDER would like the group to formulate recommendations to change farmers attitudes in 
order for farmers to adopt CARDER advised practices on food crops" 
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Window A2 & A3 

Food Crops 

Actor 

*cnwity nfhnd. 
no credit for rood crops 

Male famrors 

. leehnicnl I cmp 
oriented 
, monmropping 
. package nppmnch 

approaches hath 
individunl mil p w p s  
of farmers 

, systcnw oriented 
(technical hiit taking 
nw5.l. economic and 
environmental factnra 
i,o .ceo"nl) 
, individual farmers 

. cornnitmiry I 
eolkclive oriented 

Community 

CARDER 

wa1er 

. meeting hrgsts set by 
HQIgovernnienl 

. mil fertility 

. "0 c ~ ~ p s r a t i o n  rmm 
official agencies 
. raise issue. of 
democracy 

. Cairo issues of 
dcmwracv 

RAMR 

PEMR 

University 

statements (A31 

Priority 

codinoe the rnrming 
system: Keep the oi l  
palms. mnks more 
monev out or them 

have land 10 farm and 
make income 

1) COll"" 

2) fiwl cmpi 

FSRPrD 

Cnmmunily Devt. heinp 
intcrmcdiairy helwveen 
communities and 
al f i c id  agencies 

national oriental ion . transition from 
swialist govcrning 10 

democracy 
. pupulnlion pressure in 

. Coionou oriented I cn1onou 

. uwnlly family or 
community msmben 

. farmera need 10 he 
motivaled + educated 
to imderrtsnd and use 
thc pnck*pe* 

. fnrnisrn know their 

well. 
rarminp system very 

. communities need to 
be trained in fimneial 
mngl and lo be taught 
how to organisc 
themselves so that they 
can d v c  their own 
prnblemr and demand 
gwd wwices 

Window A4 Environmental diagnosis 

External factors that are influencing the knowledge system o n  the Adja Plateau are: 
Transition from socialist system to  democratic system 

0 Population growth I pressure of migration 
Land shortage 
Complex farming system hased on oil palin 
Dependency on credit to  acliiev CARDER targets 

0 Limited (availability) of  techntdoy 
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Window AS Clarifvina the ~rob lem situation 

There is a tensinn hetween the national / government level and the local communities / farmer 
(male and female) level. The government is under pressure of the increasing population in the 
capital due to migration: there is a need to produce more food in order to keep the population 
"under control" (electorial power). The male farmers are under pressure hecause due to 
decreasing soil fertility the land produces less and thus they try to gain more income through 
the palm products. The female farmers are looking for arable land which is more and more 
scarce. The farming system that farmers have at this moment is under pressure and there is a 
need to maintain its sustainability. 

Therefore, 1 would change the TOR into: 
" The group will try to formulate recommendations on: How can organisations and farmers 
work towards a farming system that is (ecological and economical) sustainable hut also 
produces snfficient food for the Adja Area in the Mono province (thus halting migration). 

Figure 2. I :  Drawing showing the analvsis of the nroblem situation 



3.2.2 

If I had to choose only a few windows, 1 would have choosen: 

FIiase R: The Benin Case 

0 Window B1 Impact Analysis: identifying the knowledge (products) that is (are) 
needed in order to maintain, develop, strengthen a 
sustainable farming system 
do actors link and how can they he linked together? 0 Window 8 4  Integration Analysis: 

Window B6 Coordination Analysis: how does it run at this moment and how can it work? 

Vindow B1 ImDact Analvsis 

Tvoes of Knowledee 

. TECHNICAL 
- soil fertility 

- rsrming syslem 

- cmps 

. SOCIAL 
- land tenure I ownership 

- land use 

use or nruduotl 

- decision making 

- ceremonies 

. COMMIINICATION 
. recdhnck 

- rarn,crr language 

- exchnner: or inroniialion 

- jaim lunrning 

. ORGANISATION 
- orsnnin: ncodc 

- collnhomtion 

. FINANCIAL 
- credit 

Conclusions: 
Most knowledge types and skills are availahle in the system hut there is no organisation for 
demand & supply of' the products of the knowledge and skills. 

For more conclusions we need to combine with the results of the integration analysis. 
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Window B2 Actor analvsis 

Primair Acliviliss Pvailion in KIS 
~~~ 

. food crop production . 1  

. nrany wOmcn 

. high knowledge of their 
farm. syrtcm 
. ?  

. not aware that she is par( of 
a eystem 
, land to farm 
. little knowledge on other 
nclors 

For the actor analvsis I used the Tool: Actor Analvsis Checklist (Dane 74 of the manual). 

Impoet Synem Pcrrormnncs 

. ~ C V R ~ I  knowledge hnsc 

. little power 
limited range I high effect 

Actors 

. Extension I Development 

, limited knowledge on the 
farming system 
. humaucmcy 

many mff 

Fcmnlc Farmcrs 

Male Farmers 

CARDER 

8.EtOTS 

. Extension I Development 

. produce sufficient food 

. possibly knows other actors 

. hnowlsdgc hsae somewhat 

. has power 

. wide rango I limited effect 
possible effective leader 

. "01 part a syrlem rcleY."l 

RAMR FSR&D 
. system thinking 
. sustninshlc farming system 
. knows !he other actors 

. Communily development + 
credil 
. "rystenir" lhinkinr 

people m e  nhle 10 help 
theniselver 
, knows the other actors 

PEMR 

. ~ ~ I C V I I I I ~  knowledge base 

. little power 

. limited range / high effect 

. rcIeva01 knowledge hsse 

. l i t t le power 
l imited rnngc I high ercccl 

. cash crop production 

. many men 

. high knowledge of their 
farm. rystcln 
. ?  

. ?  

. not aware that he is  part of a 

system 
. conlinaation of  thc preicnt 
rarming syae,,~ 
, l i l t k  knowledge of other 

. relcvnnt knowledge base 

. little power 

. limited range I high effect 

. FSR&D 

. s,nall SISff 

. high knowledge base 

. task orionled 

. Community development + 
credit 
. rmnll m f f  
. limited knowledgc base on 
farming systems 
. task oriented 

Conclusions: 
CARDER can play the role of key actor for change, or at least the initiative, hut will 
need other actors to increase its' efficiency. 

Window B3 Knowledne Network Analvsis 
From the lrnpact analysis (Window B I )  i t  already hecaine clear that numerous knowledge 
types and skills are present in the system. The data can he used to identify knowledge 
networks. From the video it becomes clear that there are three communication networks: 
I .  

2. 

3 .  

government - CARDER (& CORANA) - farmers: this network is mainly occupying 
itself with cotton production and marketing 
ministry of Agriculture and Royal Trtrpical Institute. Amstertlani - RAMR - farmers: 
this network is mainly concerned with farming system research. possihly male biased 
university - PEMR - farmers: this network has in coinparison to the other networks a 
non-technical 'content', being involvetl in trrganising people and teaching them self- 
reliance. 
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FIGURE 2.2: KNOWLEDGE NETWORKS IN THE BENIN CASE 

RAMR 

r 

Cniiclusioiis: 
there are three knowledge networks iii the syslelii that are separated Roin each other. 
There seems to he no iiitermediairies or links. 



Window 84 Integration Analvsis 

RDR- RAMR 
CARDER 

only when . prohlems in 
exl.worker Ihe Bcld 
brings him . lrying mil 
d0"p research 

WRIIII .  

. i f  rarmsra 
lake ndviec 
. i r e x i .  work 
lllCell I*r@ 

PEMR Policy 
makers 

. t imc to 
enme I" 

community 
meelinga 
. money for 
credit and 
well 

. time 10 
come 10 

community 
mecling 
. n>oncy 

X 

. try to 
influence 
policy 

ngric. rcrenrch - 

Conclusions: 
there are three subsystems which are not interlinked. CARDER and farmers have 
strong linkages hut only on cotton, RAMR has strong linkages with farmers but not 
with any other cirganisation. PEMR also has strong linkages with hoth male and 
female farmers hut not with other cirganisations. 
Female farmers are harely addressed hy agencies whereas they are of great importance 
to the food production. 
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Window B5 Task Analvsis 

1: Only for cotton 
2: Not for crops 

Conclusions: 
The task of credit provision for food crops is not present in the system. Also the food 
crop market is not as well developed as in the case of cotton. 

Window 96 Coordination Analvsis 

I always start hy putting the external forces with respect to this knowledge system nn a large sheet of 
paper. I then search for their representatives within the knowledge system that I am studying. Then I 
see whether there are linkallinkages hetween these representatives and whether these are strong or 
weak. I only draw the strong l inkags.  I then look whether I recognize a cowdination configuration 
(comparing with the types tlescrihed in the R A A K S  manual). I also start thinking ahont the linkages 
hetween the actors within the system antl I used the classification of the manual: Do 1 find a direct 
sitpervision or :I st:intl;irtli7,:1tioii (if norms within this system??? Sltrwly the different configurations 
hecoine clear t o  me. 

Conclusions: 
Three different configurations can he distinguished: 
1 .  for cotton: Carder I Corana - farmers; a pnlicylmarket driven configuration with the 

following coordination mechanisms: i) stantlard output I technical packages, ii) direct 
supervision RC standard of working processes I technical packages. 
for food crops I soil fertility: R A M R  - farmers: an  R&D driven configuration with the 
standardization of skills as coordinating mechanism 
for wells and food processing equipment: PEMR - communities / women's groups: A 
donor l farmer driven system with the following coordination mechanisms: i) mutual 
adjustment. ii) stantlardisation of norms antl interests. iii) standard technical packages, 
work processes (teaching financial management). 

2. 

3 .  
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FIGURE 2.3 CONFIGURATIONS WITHIN THE BENIN CASE 
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Window B7 Communication 
In this window I only operationalized two terms that may he an opportunity or a constraint in 
the communication between the different agencies: 

! the way of living and farming 
ER: crops through monocmpping 

RAMR: soil fertility, crops, land ownership, product5 used for social purpaqes 
0 PEMR: -- 
Pnrticipation 
0 CARDER: no idea yet hut change is needed 
0 

0 

RAMR: together with farmer: talk ahout prohlems, cuggect solutions, ,joint decision 
making on trials. joint evaluation 
PEMR: teach people to organise themselves and teach them financial management so 
that they can realize projects themcelves 

Window 88 Understandine the social oreanisation of innovation 

In this window I will comhine the results from the different previous windows 

When comhining the Impact Analysis and Integration Analysis it  hecomes clear that the results 
of the Knowledge Network Analysis can he supported. The knnwlulge types and skills are 
there hut due to the lack of integration of the actnrs, there is no impact. 

Cnmhining the Task Analysis and the Integration Analysis i t  hecomes clear that apart from the 
missing tasks, there is really no linking hetween the tasks. This rewlts i n  knowledge, 
technoltrgy, innovations not heing tlevelopetl due ttr separate task implementation. 

The Actnr Analysis has shown us that all actors have a dilt'erent orientation and are not aware 
that they are part of a system. The integration analysis suppnrts this last conclusion in 
showing that there are three suhsystems working independently from each other. 

The TOR 1 accepted was: 
" The group will try to formulate recommendations on: Hnw can organisations and farmers 
work towards a farming system that is (ecologically and economically) sustainahle but also 
produces sufficient fond for the Adja Area in the Mono province (thus halting migration). 

My conclusion from the above analysis are: 
For food crop production there is not an integrated system linking actors and thus different 
tasks that need to he performed in order to ohtain a sustainahle system of food production, are 
also not linked. Therefore, CARDER has hecome isolated and unaware that its standard 
packages may work for a cash crop such as cotton but not for food crops. 
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The actors need to change the coordinating mechanisms and thus the configuration of the 
system. There linkages need to he estahlished hetween the various actors: 

knowledge types that are present hecome accessihle; 
tasks can he linked resulting in relevant innovations. 

ACTIVITY 3.3: 

For this activity the results of activify I were used. 

3.3.1 Results 

getting started 
There are different situations which lead to the start of a RAAKS-exercise: 
i) 
ii) 

iii) 

drawing 

QUESTIONS ON THE USE OF WINDOWS AND TOOLS OF PHASE B 

you are given an assignment, a terms of reference of an organisation; 
an organisation decides that things have to change and is lonking for a different 
manner to hring this change about 
your or your organisation do action research 

Drawing seems difficult since we are all used to writing. Hnwever, if we want to 
communicate with those stakeholders that are illiterate then we are forced to visualize things. 
Furthermore, a drawing can contain more information. Most important aspect is really the 
fact that a drawing is the ideal instrument for showing different persectives of the people that 
have made them. As to the fear of drawing: i t  is learning by duing. 

choosing windows 
Choosing windows is not something which is done very intuitive by those who have 
experience with RAAKS. Other may want to use the matrix presented on page 30 in the 
manual. 

operationalize windows 
Here also you will find that there is no standard for operationalisation of windows. The tools 
and instruments you find in the manual are one way of operationalising. The results of the 
exercises so far have shown us that each groups has a different way of operationalising 
concepts, problems, actors ect. 

combining 
Combining windows is something that on seems logical and simple since the windows 
overlap. On the other hand this takes practice to redly grap the critical issues. 

synthesis 
The synthesis seems difficult hut as you practice more with RAAKS,  you will find that the 
more windows you are able to use for analysis the more the different parts of the synthesis 
puzzle can he put together. Synthesis also takes making decisions o n  what you think is most 
important. You need to he clear, however, why you feel something is important. This has 
much to do with your intentions of apply RAAKS to a situation. 
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defining 
The results of defining participatory working (exercise 4) provided a good example how you 
can come to definitions with a heterogenous group. 

Actors Activity Characteristics 

PlD Reg & Distr., O&M Bureaucratic set up 

FarmerS - utilization Subsistence, 
- crop reduction unorganised 
cleaning of wle 

upta District level 

Agri (OFWM) w/cs Imp . target oriented 
. close to farmers 

ACTIVITY 3.4: WINDOWS PHASE B: THE CASE OF IRRIGATION IN 
FAROOQABAD 

For this activity exercise 10 was used. 

3.4.1 Results 

Groups were given the following Terms of Reference: 
"Can the irrigation system work in a participatory manner '?" 

Groups were then asked to do choose a window: 

Maintenance Revenu Collection 

- canals - asscss1lle"1 
- dirtr. minors 

wics payees 

wlcs 

research organs 

Administration 

use f i r  their own I DUmOEeS 

- swimming pool I policy maker . vested interest I Parlimentarianr 

R&D . technical oriented 
- no restitution of 
results 

revenu collection 

3.4.1.3 Results of group C 

The results of group C could not be retrieved 

3.4.2 Observations and Discussion 

This second attempt of the participants to come to grips with the analytical content of the windows 
and their operationalization, was more succesful. The results of the exercise showed a better 
understanding of the window used and how to operationalize it. 

SItOmm & Ssrgcn. Ian '96 
RAAKS U a m w  -XI- 
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3.4.1.1 Results of crow A 
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ACTIVI I'Y 3.5: PRESENTATION OF WINDOWS AND TOOLS IN PHASE C: THE 
BENIN CASE 

3.5.1 Introduction 

Due to time pressure, the facilitators held a plenary scssioii in wliicli they involved the participants 
in t l ie use of. the windows of Phase C .  The Benin Case and the results of tlic analysis and synthesis 
presented durina the morning were used. 

I/ R:\MK -coordinate \vith PFMR I CARDFll I I - acceul feedhack 11 PEMR - include farming I - accept feedhack 
I Yes 

I'olicy Makers Yes - policy supportive 10 ihc system 

I Iniversity YCS - change attilude of researchers and 
cxtensionists 

3.5.3 Observations and Discussions 

The group was not very active in providing input. Possibly this was due to the difficulty in 
explaining the concept of knowledge management tasks. This complicated the brain storming with 
thc wliole group on that particular topic. Nevertheless the results that came out of this plenary 
scssion were clear. 

Salnmon k Scrgers. Jan.'% 
RAAKS training wwk5hw 
I lMl  - Patatan 64 



ACTIVITY 3.6: REVIEW OF RAAKS WORKSHOP 

3.6.1 Results 

The facilitators gave a presentation of key activities and the relation between the various activities 
and the different elements in the whole training course using the time-chart and the flip-chart 
already produced by the groups. 

Figure 6.  I : Presentation of work: 

Presentation 

Presentation and drawing Phase A 
Presentation and Drawing Phase B 
Presentation and Drawing Phase C 

Workplan Fieldwork 

Actor Workshop 

Field Reports 

Evaluation of fieldwork 
Evaluation of RAAKS knowledge 
Using RAAKS in own work 

ACTION PLANS for 
FORMULATION OF 
RESEARCH PROPOSALS 

y activities in steps 

A. TRAINING 

B. FIELDWORK 

C. REFLECTION 

D. ACTION PLAN 

expectations 
Participatory working / PRA 

RAAKS theory 
PRA & RAAKS 

FIRST 
CYCLE 
RAAKS 

Preparations Fieldwork 

Interviews SECOND 
Group work CYCLE 

Analysis RAAKS 
Synthesis 

Preparing Actor Workshop 

F 
Presentations research components I 

Identify Actor Networks THIRD 

Formulate Action Plans RAAKS 
SWOT CYCLE . 
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ACTIVITY 3.7: PRESENTATION OF THE FlELDWORK 

3.7.1 

See Annex 9. 

Presentation of the 6eId work 
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ACTIVITY 3.8: PREPARATIONS FOR TIIE FIELD WORK 

For /hi.s actiidfy exercise I I arid cliccklis~.~ 3.4, 5 mid 6 iwre iiscd 

3.8.1 Results 

Groiips presented tlieir group motto and contracts. These can be found in tlie group reports i n  tlie 
fieldwork. 

3.8.2 Observations and Discussion 

Tliere seeiiicd to bc sonic liesitation or resistance to start working oii the prcparatioiis for tlie field 
work. This a11 started by participants saying iip to tliree times that they did not understand what we 
were explaining to tlieni about tlie group divisions. tlie groiips tasks and tlie resiilts wc would like to 
sce at  t l ie end o f  tlie afternoon. By prohiiig wliat they did not iindcrstand cxactly it turned out that 
the participants tlionglit that tlie (lielt1)work coiild not he done iii ll ie time allocated to it. Agaiii I l ie 
time constraint evoked resistance among soiiie o f  tlic participants to start working oii the 
assignment. I.ateron, working in the groups and tindcr ti i i ie pressure, l itt le evidence coiild hc found 
o f  worrying aboiit tlie time. 

It was stil l diff icult to get t l ie preparations finished, especially for the gi-oup Itecky. l l i e  two groups 
fiiiictioiied completely different: Whereas FFF was  working closely togetlier, Ilie group Recky Iiad a 
liard time keeping itself together and cvcry meniher involved iii the preparation. Possibly the 
environment / working space liad soiiietliiiig to do with this. Tlic gIoiip Recky was working in tlic 
conference room, one person standing at tlie hoard and tile rest WAS sitting down in chairs facing tlie 
hoard and leaning hack. The gronp Food For Future was working outsidc on tlie grass lawn, in tlie 
siin. all sitting at a round tahlc tliiis fnciiig each other. 

T l ie  tiiiie coiistraint remaiiicd an exciisc for not fiiiisliiiig tlie assigiinicnt. 
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ACTIVITY 3.9: 

For /his ncliidy exercise 6 wns used. 

EVALUATION OF TlIE DAY 

3.9.1 Results 

EVALUATION OF DAY 3 

Strong Points 
t day was ureful, productive, inteiesting, excellent, good foi learning 
+ windows are clear 
+ woiki i ig in teams: pleasant / synergy and laughs 
+ to reach results and present them 
+ (watching people) play volleyball 

Weak Points 
- keep being exhausting 
- time constraint for exercises (specifically mentioned, interviews) 
- some people keep coiniiig and going: confusing 
- too long presenting windows B-phase 
- discussion behind participants 
- need markers in the field. so people please return thein (thank you) 
- to llie field at 8.15 an1 
- Ah . .. . 

Suggestions 
evaluation of learning points (3 mail1 thiiigs you learned today) 
more gioup dynamical wonk 
role and team relationship sliould be improved 
everybody should speak up. but not at the same time 
t i m e  shared too short 

more time to play volleyball 

, 

. continue process 
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FIELD WORK 

DAY 4: Wednesday, December 13 
DAY 5: Thursday, December 14 
DAY 6: Saturday, December 16 
DAY 7: Sunday, December 17 



DAY 4 WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 13 

4.1 Results 

Due lo the lack of time for inforination exchange and the analysis, llie groups were allowed to give 
the analysis more time. There were 110 presentations given. 

4.2 Observatioiis and Disciissioii 

lliere was a late start wliicli iiiiiiiediately I-esulted i n  getting stuck i n  traffic ant1 arriving late for the 
first interviews. 
l l i e  groups very tiiucli enjoyed the interviews i n  the villages. l l i e  interview teclitiiques nf some of the 
interview groups needed improvement (to say the least). 
lhc clioseii Incation was 'perrect' for tlie groups to work: out i n  tlie open. all necessary facilities at 
I1and. 
The grnups rook a lot of time to exhange the information from the interviews and then had a lot of 
trouble putting that information together. There was no time for presentation of phase A. 
l l ic  groups showed the same way of group working as during the preparations: group Food For 
Future sat close together in  the dry basin of the fountain exchanging information. The Recky group as 
before, formed a less coherent group: some active members at the board and a number of passive 
members wliicli only provided input when they felt like i t  or were "niotivated" by other group 
meinbers or tlie chairman. 

4.3 Evaluation of tlie Dav 

EVALUATION 01: DAY 4 

Strong Pointc 
I 

t inteiviews: interesting and inspiring 
good leain wotk and participation 

Wcah Points 
first field day not completely clear 
little t h e  for: presentation, nnolysis. solving problems relnted to group work 
too late start I too long in traffic 

Suggestions 
BE ON TIME 
lime lost in traflic I travelling - stay i n  the field (also time in the evening) 
interview farmer group at difrerent places 
keep monitoring the groups 
time for another question round? 
eneigizer alter lunch 
drop interviews on tlie 14th and have the work done 
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DAY 5: THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14 

5.1 Results 

In order to give participants feedback on their way of interviewing, the facilitators made a role play. 
Points of attention were: 

no proper introduction; 
too complex introductionlexplanation of purpose and subject of the interview; 
asking questions and writing at the same time (no real attention towards the interviewee) 
(interviewee hecoines insecure, andlor starts to dictate the answers - more attention for the 
paper than the interviewee or tlie suhject discussed); 
following list of questions, leaving no rooni for the interviewee to tell his own story; 
interrupting the interviewee 
feeding answers to the interviewee 
not asking open questioiis hut "c1osed"lsuggestive questions to which the interviewees can 
only say YES or NO 

5.2 Observations and Discussions 

In the Recky group a number of persons were withdrawing I did not take up responsibility.'Some of 
the other group members became annoyed, mainly the expatriate members! The chairman was trying 
to keep the group active and on track, but the other tasks were perforined very weakly. Members did 
not listen to each other, and only the most dominant persons are heard. Their opinions are represented 
in the results. This can be illustrated hy the discussion on the acceptance of the terms of reference 
(TOR): the least active group members agreed with tlie TOR provided by the facilitators and argued 
with any member who would raise doubts (e.g. whether it was true that the necessary human 
resources were availahle). The facilitator made a suggestion which was received in great silcnce: the 
group did iiot necessarily had to come to n consensus on issues but if contradicting arguments existed, 
the group should acknowledge these differences i n  opinion and present tlieni explicitly. Thinking hack 
there may never have heen a real discussion on issues hut merely an exchange of opinions and the 
opinion most pushed became tlie group's result. This undoubtedly did not justice to the discussions 
which were open and frank within the group. 

The Food For Future group had a quite efficient way to solve these differences in  view. If [hey had 
been discussing for a while and could iiot agree upon one view, they voted by raising liands and then 
continued. From the beginning they were constantly working with the wliole group. This slowed 
down the process of analyzing and drawing conclusions. 
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5.3 Evaluation of the Day 

EVALUATION OF D A Y  5 

Strong Points 
+ RAAKS: gradually getting the  picture uI' the mcll~odology, clear how t o  use windows and 

lools 
1 better understanding of the problem 
+ interviews: good response, good choice of actors 
+ groups operate more as a team, team grows, more eificient group wolk, participants wel l  

prepared 
+ interview role-play: good! 
+ learning to listen 
+ encouraged the farmers 
+ people start getting realistic 
t 
+ 

more involveinent trainers i s  good 
working in the garden i s  nice 

Weak Points 
inlerviews. I) small scale: invading the village. ii) actors clioscn not inlpressivc, iii) lack of 
background knowledge. iv) lack of preparation using windows 
process: i) no time for groiip discussions, ii) too much interiuption, iii) no 
but rather dictatorial. iv) group dynamics low 
arrangements: transport, site sclection, DSA 
Mr Naqvi has headache because o f  Mr Rana's talking 

- 

Suggestions 
take tea during interviews 
arrnnge more trainings 
we sliould use moderation skills 
prepare interview ?cliedulc before taking interviews 
lield woik sliould he organiscd including slay overiiight B laptop$ 
briel introduction on activities each morning 
get involved more, don't be ohscrvers 
reschedule work 
brief introduction on socio-economic piobleiiis i n  the area 
work I start I deport on time 
interview Banks, influentials B government administration 
next time selcct site closer to I.aliore 
I interview per day i s  enough 
monitor process of operationoli7ing windows and tools 
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DAY 6: SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16 

6.1 Results 

In the afternoon the groups presented their results from phase A and B. All these results can be found 
i n  the group reports. 

Results of Food For Future group 

Task/Actor analysis (too complex) 
Integration analysis 

Priority problems: 
, institutional constraints 
, corruption 
. resource constraints 
, social inequity 

- 6.1.2 

Drawing of main problems 
Prohlein tree 
Task analysis 
Conclusions 

Very participatory presentation! 

Results of Reckv group 

6.2 Observntinii mid discussion 

The groups appreciated the mapping exercise as this enahled active involvement of  farmers and lively 
discussions. For this occasion one interview group was composed with women only. They did the 
mapping exercise with women in the village. Manon, a friend of Nathalie, wlio joined the fieldwork 
for two days facilitated tlie session and translated (she speaks Ilindi fluently). She performed these 
tasks excellently which was very stimulating for the group. 

The groups had a lot of difficulty in organising the inforiliation collected The groups had difficulties 
in analysing the information from the windows and combining the results. The facilitators stepped in 
to help them get through the process. This was appreciated by tlie groups. Groups tended to forget the 
analysis they had already made. Sheets remained folded and put aside while a new sheet and analysis 
were made. This was especially tlie case i n  phase B where tlie groups Iiad to start combining results 
from different windows. 
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It  would have been better i f  the facilitators would liave pushed tlieiii to make drawings of phase A 
during the first day and having the groups adjust those drawings during the following days of the 
fieldwork. 

6.3 Evaluation of the Day 

EVALUATION OF DAY 6 

Strong Points 
+ PRA-exercise: mapping 
+ good experience 
+ 
4 constructive input trainers 
+ 
+ know what RAAKS is  

great experience with wonien (food for thought) 

time management: better, enough time for discussion 

- group work: not good, miscoinmunication and lack of attention 
PRA. i) w e  o f  results in  RAAKS, ii) not helpful, iii) could not give anything hack to the 
farmers 
actors' i) missing influencials, ii) poor nien who cannot conversatc with women who give a 
different perspective on the whole problem 
integration o f  findings more & more difficult (too ninny slicets) 
not sure about application in Pakictan systeni 
data obtained from different dirtribiitaries - not coniparahle 
no meeting to diwiss about how wc1 oigaiiix the iic~or w~ii!,~Iiop (pr.icticd qiic\tion\, w h t  
do we offel Ilieiii. what do we expect, our attitude) 

- 

Suggc?~ inns 
preparation (for interview??) should be good 
tliiiigs should be done on time I time keeping ! 
lield. a) more time for travelling. b) more PRA tcchiiiques 
1:aiooqabad no1 a good site (suggest: Miillan Road) 
time and again tel l  what is  the output of each phase 
build in information exchange moment between interview5 
more vegetables for lunch 
musical evening (last day) 
mineral water 
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DAY 7: SUNDAY, DECEMBER 17 

7.1. Results 

The actor workshop was organised and Iieltl. It was a great siiccess! The ma.jority of the 30 visitors 
were farmers. There was an input supplier (also farmer), representatives of the Agricultural Extension 
Service and a representative of the Irrigation Department. 
The Recky group gave a verhal preseiitation of tlicir results. They I I : ~  visualized tlicii- rcsidts i n  
drawings and i n  Urdu language. The Food For Future group perforined a role play and presented 
soiiie flip charts written in Urdu. 

7.2 Observations and Discussion 

The facilitators had to guide the groups through the last part of their analysis and preparations for the 
actor workshop. The difficulties with analysing information as a group, comhining the information 
froin the different windows and especially drawing conclusions, put tlie groups under a time 
constraint. The FFF group had great difficulties in coining to final conclusions since it was working 
so closely together and was focused on reaching consensus. This was mainly due to the fact that they 
didn't have a well defined problem situation. So they didn't know what they were looking for. Close 
facilitation was necessary. The group was split up into two groups to finalize their analysis and 
prepare the presentation. The presentation group started enthusiastically with preparing a role play. 
The facililator pulled tlie other group through the analysis together with the chairman and tlie RAAKS 
researcher. Much time was spent on redefining the prohlem situation. Once this was decided upon tlie 
final analysis could be iiiade very quickly. Thc f:icilitat(ir tried to check if  everyone understood the 
clecisi~i~is niiidc rluriiig analysis. nut sotiic grwp ~ncmhcrs didn't stun to grasp wliat direction tlie 
groiip W:IS going. The question is liow niucli they havc Icarncd froin this cxcrcise. 'Thc Rccky group 
liad to he provitlcd wifli clear dirccfioiis ;iiid assigiinients i n  order for flic gi-nup to collie with results 
and cn~~clusions. 

During the preparations the facilitating teain of the actcir workshop got i i i  conllict with the groups 
about the order of presentations. A dispute arose and tlie facilitators were askcd to intervene. The 
problem was solved after a short dicussion with the clia,irmen of the two groups. It  was argued that 
the groups should focus on the objective of the actor workshop instead of fighting over a niinor issue. 
It was decided that Food For Future would present first as their roleplay would create attention and 
involvement o f  the actors. Ilowever, the air was not cleared complctely with this decision. 

The actor workshop was successful in sharing tlie results froin tlic ficld work with the audience. The 
presentations were highly appreciated and evoked lively discussions. 

The facilitation team had divided tasks. Two persons took notes, one person monitored the process, 
and one person facilitated tlie session and translated. Seats were arranged i n  rows during the 
presentations. Afterwards the audience was asked to put their seats iii a circle so everyone could face 
eachother during the discussions. 
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Questions raised after each presentation were written on cards and put on the wall. These were used 
Tor discussion after the presentations. The facilitator took the first question raised - shortage of water 
- as a starter for the discussions. This issue was discussed for half an hour. Then he took the second 
issue raised. Instead he could have consulted the audience which issues they wanted to discuss in 
which order. 

AII imam of oiie of tlie villages who had not heen interviewed dominated the discussion. After a while 
other people started speaking up. While the discussion became very chaotic, it hecame clear that the 
multiple tasks of the facilitator where too iiiucli for one person. It was difficult to keep an eye on who 
wanted to speak up, guide the discussions and translate at tlie same tiiiie. Translation had to be done 
i n  Puiijabi, Urdu and English. Other persons started translating as well, while others were still 
speaking. This caused a lot of confiision about whom to listen to. 

It  was difficult For some field group ineinhers to sit and listeii to participaiits voice their views. One 
person even started lecturing what was wrong i n  irrigation, thus taking the risk of blocking feedback 
from the audience. 

Alter the workshop oiie pnrticipant rcinarked flint only two rcpresciitativcs fi-oiii line agencies were 
present. These two persons obviously had been invited explicitly by I lMl  because they received an 
award for organizing the field work. "How valid was their presence knowing they were given an 
incentive by IIMI?" 

7.3 Evaluation of the Day 

~ ~~~ 

EVALUATION OF DAY I 

Strong Points 
4 strong farmer involvement 
t provided suggestions 
+ productive seminar 
+ strong interaction with farmers 
4 
+ 
+ 

delicious tea in the atlernoon 
good end of field trnining programme 
good presentations by 2 groups 

Weak Points 
no concrete solutions are given to farmers 
iiioie people froin llMl sliould have been i n  the actor workshop 
no I few officials present 

Suggestions 
improve travelling 
exercises in listening & discussing i n  beginning of training 
a copy o f  report sliould be given to farniers of every village 
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DAY 8: Monday, December 18 

vperera
Next >>

http://intranet.iwmi.org/Library/M/H_19738iv.pdf


ACTIVITY 8.1: EVALUATION OF THE FIELDWORK AND PARTICIPATORY 
WORKING 

For this activity exercise 13 ivas rtsed. 

8.1.1 Results 

8.1.1.1 Results of grouu Recky 

The group gave three different role plays: role plays on interviews (with official and with farmer) and 
a role play on the group working. 

The role play on group work showed a number of things that were happening during the field work: 
people not actively participating. active persons at tlie flip-chart. no real group work, a facilitator who 
(heliind sunglasses) ohserved the process. occasionally intervening and confusing the group somewhat 
more, but in  the end much to their own surprise there was a group result, notwithstanding the 
troublesome group processes. 

Sheet 1: 
Positive: 

* 

Output: friendly atmosphere, good preparation, good reception, clear tasks, smooth 

- interview 
- actor workshop 
- preparing actor workshop 

- analysis and discussion 0 
- comniuiiication 0 
- decision making 0 

flow of information 

Negative 
Process: 
- communication 
- analysis and discussions 
- decision making 

- interviews 0 
- actor workshop 0 
- preparing actor workshop 0 

dependence on facilitators, personal biases, weak control on tasks 

Sheet 2 
? - there was no consensus on decisions 

- outspoken members imposed their decision 
- some people preferred to follow & he passive instead of speak up themselves . 
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8.1.1.2 Results of grow PFF 

Role play on group process showed that the group had to  agree 011 everything, what needed to  be 
done and how "orders" were given. 

no sheets available 

* 8.1.1.3 Results of the facilitation team 

The facilitation team filled out an  evaluation sheet themselves. 

EVALUATION OF THE FACILI'rAlION TEAM 

Strong points 
+ 
+ time management was good 
+ seating arrangements were good 
+ enough time for questions 
+ enough time for discussion 
+ 
+ 

preparation of program was good 

performance of groups was good 
involvement of actors was good 

Weak points 
translation was poor 
agenda was not explained well 
most of the agencies (government) did not participate 
poor coniinunication with the groups 
plenary discussion was disorganisetl 
work load was not equally divided 

Suggestions 
have a good translator 
try lo  involve silent participants 
participants must be introduced in the beginning 
half circle for discussion 
proper way to intervene - define rules for discussion 
participants should take up responsibilities 
one issue at a time 
prioritize issues before discussing 
co-facilitators 
intra co-ordination among facilitators 



8.1.2 Observation and Discussion 

Groups were willing and able to put themselves in front of a mirror and voice critique on their 
functioning i n  a role play. There was no time for doing tlie reverse: Iiaving the groups present a role 
play in  wliich they show how things could liave been done ('do tlie right thing' version instead of only 
'what went wrong' version). 

ACTIVITY 8.2: 

For this activiry exercise 14 was used 

8.2.1 Resnlts 

Unfortunately the bar-chart with the names and scores of the participating groups had mysteriously 
been removed from the facilitators possession so that these results will only live on in stories told 
about the RAAKS quiz ......... 

8.2.2 Observation and discussion 

The groups appreciated the quiz very much. The answers clearly showed that participants had grasped 
what RAAKS was about and what they had been doing during the field work. The competitive 
element stimulated learning and reflection among tlie Pakistani participants. Most of the Dutch 
participants were annoyed or even blocked by the competition. 

All gl-oups gave the wrong answer on joint learning and participation. They confused joint learning 
with individuals learning in a group situation. Participation was perceived as the ideal. The facilitators 
argnetl that participation can he organized i n  different ways for different goals (instrumental 
participation versus empowerment). If group members participate in an activity it does not mean that 
they have learned as a group. Active participation is a prerequisite for joint learning. The fact that the 
question was understood wrongly points out that the facilitators have not explained these concepts 
clearly enough. 

EVALUATION OF WORKING WIT11 RAAKS 

ACTIVITY 8.3: EVALUATION BY PARTICIPANTS ON WORKING WITH 
RAAKS WlTIllN TIIEIR OWN ORGANIZATION 

For this nctivily exercise I5 ivns used 

8.3.1 Resnlts 

This exercise/activity was given to participants as Iiomework and preparation for the two days of 
actionplan writing. 

No evaluation of the day was done on tliis evaluation day. 



ACTION PLANS FOR 

RESEARCH PROPOSAL WRITING 

DAY 9: Tuesday, December 19 

DAY 10: Wednesday, December 20 



W 

ACTIVITY 1: OUTLINE FOR TIIE 2 DAYS OF RESEARCII PROPOSAL WRITING 

1.1 

Presentation of figure 1, I .  In order to disseminate their research results IIMI would like to collaborate 
with other organisations and institutions within irrigation. IlMl is looking into the possibility to use 
RAAKS as a methodology for collaborative research actioii within its three research components. For 
the implenicntntion of n RAAKS-activity, a research proposal needs to he formulated. To come to the 
formulation of  such a research proposal. some of the collaborating persons, organisations need to 
have knowledge of the RAAKS methodology. These last two days will not he enough time to 
formulate a research proposal. Moreover, relevant actors may he missed out. There i s  a need, 
however, to come to a plan of action which will lead to the formulation of the research proposal. For 
all these above mentioned reasons (especially wanting to collahorate, formulating a research proposal) 
IIMI has organised this training workshop. 

Putting the Inst two days in perspective 

FIGURE I ,  I :  PERSPECTIVE O F  THE LAST TWO DAYS OF THE TRAINING WORKSHOP 

t 
Training \Vorkrltop 

a1 l lMl  
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1.2 Outlining the last two days 

Phase A: 
identify 

actor 
networks 

1 I 

Presentation of figure I .2. To come to the final output of the last two days: an action plan for the 
formulation of a research proposal, there will be a third cycle of RAAKS. Before starting this cycle 
there will be presentations of the three research coniponents for the orientation of the non-11MI 
participants. After groups have been formed on each of the research components, each group will 
start to work on the RAAKS cycle using the presentation of the research component as a broad Terms 
of Reference. 

During the Phase A, the groups will try to identify the actor networks for the research 
component and discuss what are relevant actors to be involved in a RAAKS-exercise. 
Phase B will consist of a SWOT-analysis thus identifying opportunities and constraints for 
working with RAAKS. 
In Phase C, the results from the SWOT analysis and the checklist for a RAAKS research 
proposal provide the inputs in identifying actions that need to he done to finalize the 
formulation of the research proposal. The results from Phase A can be used to decide WHO 
should be involved and responsible for these actions. Last but not least a time schedule has to 

decided on: WHEN are the identified WHOs going to take the identified ACTIONS. bi 

FIGURE . 2 :  OUTLINING THE LAST TWO DAYS. 

Presentation 
Research 
Components u 

7 tlist 

WHO 
WHEN 

c' 
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ACTIVITY 2: THREE COMPONENTS: PRESENTATIONS 

Contributions of the IIMI staff and RAAKS researchers on the three research components: 
0 Institutional development by Cris 
0 Irrigation practices by Pierre 

R 0 Decision support systems by Mushtaq 

See Annex 10 
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ACTIVITY 3: FORMULATING ACTION PLANS FOR RESEARCH PROPOSAL WRITING 

For the formulation of action plans for the writing of research proposals, a number of activities were 
planned and carried out. The results of these activities have been documented for each IIMI research 
component. 

a 

3.1 Formation of groups 

For this step exercise 16 was used. 

3.1.1 Observation and Discussion 

There were no participants from other organisations who were interested (enough) in the IIMI 
component decision support systems. to sign up as a group member. 

3.2 Identifying actor networks and proposition for inter-organisational RAAKS research 
groups (Phase A) 

For this step exercise I 7  was used 

Observation and Discussion 

There was no difficulty in identifying the networks but no concrete research groups were suggested. 
The groups felt that this was too soon and should be part of the research proposal writing. 

Somewhat more troublesome was the collahoration!cooperation within the groups. Although the 
participants had some experience in group working, there was still the problem of not listening to 
one-another. overruling by those which would voice out his opinion loudest. 

3.3 

For r h t r  Jrrp erernre 15 ivus t r ~ r i l  

Phase B: SWOT - analjsis per component 

3.3.1 Observation and Discussion 

Most participants had a difficult time i n  making the SWOT analysis. It  was hard for them to he clear 
ahout their own weaknesses and strengths with applying RAAKS in their own functionijobs. I1 was 
difficult for most of the participants t o  estimate what would be opportunities and threats within and 
between organisations to apply RAAKS in the work and services provided. A sununary of the results 
of the three SWOT exercises is presented i n  table 3. I 
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ACTIVITY 2: THREE COMPONENTS: PRESENTATIONS 

Contributions of the IIMI staff and RAAKS researchers on the three research components: 
0 Institutional development by Cris 
0 Irrigation practices by Pierre 
0 Decision support systems by Mushtaq 

See Annex 10 
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ACTIVITY 3: FORMULATING ACTION PLANS FOR RESEARCH PROPOSAL WRITING 

For the formulation of action plans for the writing of research proposals, a number of activities were 
planned and carried out. The results of these activities have been documented for each IIMI research 
component. 

c 

3.1 Formation of groups 

For this step exercise 16 was used 

3.1.1 Observation and Discussion 

There were no participants from other organisations who were interested (enough) in the IIMI 
component decision support systems, to sign up as a group member. 

3.2 Identifying actor networks and proposition for inter-organisational RAAKS research 
groups (Phase A) 

For this step exercise 17 was used 

3.2.1 Observation and Discussion 

There was no difficulty in  identifying the networks but no concrete research groups were suggested. 
The groups felt that this was too soon and should be part of the research proposal writing. 

Somewhat more troublesome was the collaborationicooperation within the groups. Although the 
participants had some experience in group working, there was still the problem of not listening to 
one-another, overruling by those which would voice ont his opinion loudest. 

3.3 

For this step e,~rr.cisr 15 ii'm irsicl 

Phase R: SWOT - analysis per component 

33.1 Observation and Discussion 4 

Most participants liad a difficult time in making the SWOT analysis. I t  was hard for them to be clear 
about their own weaknesses aiid strengths with applying RAAKS in their own functionijobs. I t  was 
difficult for most of tlie participants to estimate what would be opportunities and threats within and 
between organisations to apply RAAKS in the work and services provided. A summary of the results 
of the three SWOT exercises is presented in table 3 .  I 

* 
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Table 3 .  I : Strengths and Weaknessesat different levels that will enable or present an obstacle to 
the  forinulation and iniplementation of RAAKS research activities in IIMI research 
areas. 

Strengths at Personal level 

dedication 
convinced of  the merhodology 

. [rained I knowlcdge of iiiethotl. 

. R A A K S  CXpCrtiSC 
one outsider 

R A A K S  ticlpiiil i n  O \VI I  work 
. open mind a id  eyes 

Strengths at Organisarional Levcl: 

, enrhotisinstic persons 

. 1IMI: freedom, resources. conlacls (internat 
network) and PUSH 

conducive / open environmenl 

Strengths at Iiitcr-0rganisationaI Ixvel. 

. all ngenciocs cnii collahorare 
collnborative nttitiide 
some collnborntion alrcndy exists 

. knowledge 

. willingness 

. some agencies have [he sani plillosophy 

Weaknesses at Personal Level: 

time conwailit 
job description 
blue prints on the job 
targets ro achieve 
little experience 
no knowledge on irrigation 
i r  ismill R learnin2 process 
not yet iiisighr what c m  be achieved 
laneuaee (farmers) 

Heaknesses at Organisational Level: 

organisation somewhat rcliictmt touwds the 

nollimircct resoiirces 
blue prints in jobs 
targers to be met 
no expertise in RAAKS (other colleagues) 
no support for SDO (for RAAKS) 
few people of JIM1 involved - not everybody 
mobilizing available I I M I  manpower 
finance 
no involvemen! in the area 
high turn-over of personnel 

methodology 

Weaknesses at Infer-Organisarional Level: 

. inter-departmental rivalry 
each organisarion has ils own plans antl objectives 
constraiiils in  manpower antl resources 

. no resources andlor contacrs (SDO) 

. prioriries 

. no conunitment 

. no communicafion 
, absence of actors 
. influencial farmers 
. difficult to mobilize 
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3.4 

For this step exercise 18 was used. 

- 3.4.1 Observation arid Discussion 

I n  the morning the activities were stopped for a while due to unfortunate circuinstances in IIMI. The 
announcement had reached IIMI Head Quarters that one of their staif ineinbcr was killed i n  an 
accident. The workshop program was adjusted. The rest of the morning was spent by non-JIM1 
participants finalizing the field reports. In  the afternoon the facilitators evaluated the last two days. 
And a sinall closing ceremony was held. 

Foniicilation of action plans for firializing the Research Proposals (Pl~asc C) 
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ACTIVITY 4: RESULTS 

4.1 Action Plan IlMI Research Component Inslitutional Develnplnent 

RESEARCH PROPOSAL INSTI'I'UTIONAI, i m v i x o r m r v r  COMPONENT 

RAAKS TRAINING 
DECEMBER 19 & 20, 1995 

1. PRESENTATION INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMPONENENT AND 
TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Cris presents the background, objectives and activities of the institutional developiiient 
component, and the TOR for the RAAKS research to be conducted in the Haroonabad area. 

2. GROUP FORMATION FOR RESEARCH PROPOSAL 

Participants: 

Name OrgaiiizatioiilArea 

Azmat Beg IWASRI Lihore 

Sajjad Naqvi 

Mehmood IIMI Haroonabad 

Nnthnlic IIMI 1J;iroon:ibad 

Mirza IIMI IIaroonahad/OFWM 

Cris IIMI Haroonabad 

OFWM (WMS) Donga Bonga 

Raza-Ur-Rehtnan Abbasi SDO lining Haroonabad or Bahawalnagar 
(9 

Gulrez Khan OFWM (AO) Hasilpur 

Besharat Ali Ext. (EADA) Ilaroonabad 

Gulrez Akhar OPWM (coord. lraitiiiig) IAiore 
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3. DISCUSSING TERMS OF REFERENCE 

What is PIM and what is FICC? 

PIM Worldbank concept 
PIM Working Group: iinplementiiig body of PIM 
Established by Director General OFWM Mushtaq Gill 
Broad scope (3 disties in Fordwah Eastern Sadiqia South) 

PICC IIMI's initiative (noveniber '95) 
Functional group 
Only 4-R disty 
Not definitely formed yet, following people (and their superiors) have been 
approached 
Besharat, EADA Haroonabad 
2 Watermanagement Specialists (Mr Amjad, Mr Razzaq, IIaroonabad have 
been suggested) 
1 WMS Donga Bonga 
SDO Haroonabad (Mr Abeed Masood) 

The first point of discussion which came up: Should FICC be regarded as an assisting body 
to the PIM WG? IIow do/should these collaborative arrangements relate to each other? 
Some people (Mirza, Abassi) think the TOR should include PIM in the analysis as well 
("IIow can FICC mid PIM WG make an active and sustainable contrihution to.. , 'I), because 
FICC cannot operate without the cotiscnt or [he PIM members. According to them only PIM 
WG can lay the foundations for FICC and for a RAAKS team, because it comprises the main 
decision-making actors. Abbasi and Mirza assume that both bodies have the same objectives. 
However, Nathalie puts this assumption to discussion and the following questions are brought 
up: 

* 

* 

* 

What are the explicit and implicit objectives of FICC (IIMI) and PIM (OPWM, 
WB)? 
What problems and possible improvements do the members of PIM and future FICC 
see with regard to irrigation managenent? 
Will FICC and PIM WG use the same approach (participatory, rarmer-oriented, top- 
down, bottom-up, oriented at future privatization?) and if not, are these approaches 
compatible? 
Can and should PIM and FICC develop at the same time and on the same track? 
Is the development of both bodies (as suggested by some team members) a feasible 
object/output of a RAAKS study within a period of 5 months? 

* 
* 
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a 

In spite of the lively debate triggered by these questions, most of thcin are only slighty 
touched upon, due to time pressure and a corning and going of team inernhers during the 
whole session. Therefore, nlthougli the prohlem statement as proposed in the TOR raised a 
lot of qucstion marks. i t  has not been reformulated. 

4. IDENTIFYING NETWORK OF ACTORS 

Cooperative D e p a r t m e 3  

drainage 
revenue assessment 

IWASRI 

trainers (PATA, IIAAKS 
0 
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5. SWOT ANALYSIS 
~ 

PARTICIPANT 

N t q v i  

Mclitnond llMl 

M i r a  IlMl 

OFWM 

M i m  liMl 

N w v i  OFWM 

Mcliiricrnd IlMl 

Mir rn  IlMl 

Azinal Reg IWASRI 

Oalrrw A l i  En. 

A m W  I l q  IWASRI 

nd Abassi were n 

Training available 

opennns 

present during the SWOT ai ia 

CONSTRAINTS 

Tiitre 
Rlucprim in joh cngagcinentr 

CONSTRAINTS 

Appoinlmenls (work rcimlulc) 

Lill ie cweriwce 

Enginerring organimion no expertise 
wilh RAAKS 

... 

... 

SIS. 
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6. ACTION PLAN 

a 

WHO and llOW 

Mehmwd. Cris. Nsllialis 

sno (ID). EADA (tior.). WMS (OPWM). 
Mchm.. N..  Crir. WAPDA. Ccxlp. Drpl.. 
IWASRI. llMl CllQl 

WHEN 

January 20 
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4.2 Action Plan IIMI Research Component Irrigation Practices 

DISCUSSION POINTS RAAKS RESEARCH PROPOSAL HASILPUR 
January 1996 

1. Introduction z 

This document merely provides the RAAKS research group (as formed at the end of the RAAKS 
workshop held from 10-20 December, 1995) in IIasilpur with some key discussion points to be 
dealt with in future meetings. Therefore, it is emphasized that all the information in this 
document helow is open to dialogue and should be discussed among the RAAKS research group 
members. Our first task will be to complete the estahlishment of the actual RAAKS research 
group in Hasilpur (identification of other important actors?), and to make the roles of all people 
and institutions involved explicit by means of a group contract. The issues adressed below could 
well serve as a basis for discussion during the first RAAKS team meetings to decide which 
topics should be in the final research proposal and who is going to write the content for these 
topics. Furthermore, a deadline has to be set for the final research proposal. The RAAKS 
research proposal will be a joint RAAKS research group effort, agreed upon by all RAAKS 
research group members. 

. 

2. Background 

This is partly based on the introduction of the Terms of Reference (TOR) for the development 
of a RAAKS research proposal, December 1995 (Annex 1). This TOR served as a background 
on IIMI's research activities 'below the mogha' in Hasilpur, and the problems that have arisen. 
Ineke Mar& Kalwij (IMK, IIMI Lahore) will elaborate more on this and will also give more 
detailed information on the watercourse management activities undertaken by IIMI i n  the area. 

Key issues to be adressed in this respect are: 
* objectives IIMI's research activities. 
* problem definition (general and specific) related to IIMl's research activities in Iiasilpur 

(watercourse management) i.e.: 
- poor contact with farmers; 
- 
- 
- 

no (strong) linkages with other key actors; 
no experience with dissemination; and 
on dissemination = > no integration between 3 research components (integration 
in research?). 

a methodology to communicate with farmers in order to create goodwill and 
carrying capacity among farmers to (keep on) work(ing) with IIMI = > PRA 
training and research!; 

I * in response to the above problems IIMI introduced: 
- 

c 
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- a methodology to communicate and collaborate with other key actors/institutions, 
and to create goodwill, carrying capacity and involvement of other institutions in 
order to disseminate IIMI's research results = > RAAKS training and research! 

IlMl STAFF 

Pierre Slmsro 
Rohina Wnhqi 
S a d  ur Rchiivln (*) 

lorkc MargOi Kalwij (.) 
S h a h i  S m m  
M.S. Shafique 
Dr. Waqar A Jchongir (*) 

Marcel Kupcr 
l ixk MargOc Knlwij (*) 

Klialid Riar 
Marcel Kupcr 

lmn-Dmirl Rinnudn 
slrattct 

rrs>rpss"r sknpcrn- 
Dr. M. Ashm 
Dr. Wqnr A. Jcliangir (*) 

DATA COLLECTION 

Waim a l lo~~ i ion  ad disirihuiion at wa~srcovne level 

IrrigNinn pmclkn m rdd lcvcl 

lrrigalion praclkn ond silinilyltOdicily RI field level 

lrrigrlion prwtien am1 srliiiilyhnliciiy and crnp yields 

itnpwi orcsnai suppiin 0" ngrkuilt~rai prm~llr~ion N rnrln iCvei 

Crrmndwmer mnnagcnnl a d  ilt luslainahiliiy 

3. 

The main objective of the RAAKS research, as defined in the TOR and prior 10 the discussion 
i n  the preliminary RAAKS research group, was redefined as follows: 

"To develop a feasible working relationship between IIMI, famiers, On-Farm Water Management 
(OFWM) and Extension Services (and otlier actors?) that will facilitate the process of 
dissemination of improved irrigation practices (and other research results?) to the farmers of the 
area. I' 

Intentions of the RAAKS research 

v 

.I 
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Only a few terms and words have been changed in comparison with the initial objective. The 
term appropriate was changed in feasible. Still, the implementation of feasible working 
relationships will be open to discussion. The Irrigation Department (ID) has been left out as an 
actor because in this stage it is not clear what this department could contribute to the RAAKS 
research in Hasilpur. The part ... that will lead to rke ... has been replaced by ... that will 
facilitate the process of, .  . because the group was of the opinion that is too early (unrealistic) to 
talk about an actual implementation of dissemination of research results. Instead, strong 
emphasis should be put on the process needed to reach these longer-term objectives. IIMI's role 
in this process will be to provide input related to irrigation practices, and take active part in the 
discussion with other actors on how to tackle the key issues and problems summarized in Section 
2. The possibility for identification and in- or exclusion of other interested actors and to extend 
the focus to other research results is also open to discussion. The idea is to first narrow the 
scope of the RAAKS research and to keep the RAAKS research group 'manageable' in that the 
group should not involve too many people. 

Underlying this objective are: 

c 

- 
- 
- 
- 

a (network) analysis of the current activities performed by the different actors; 
the identification of existing and missing links between actors; 
the development of good relationships with farmers; 
the identification of joint activities with staff from government departments; etc. 

Ali llmrm Shah Intcmnainml Waeringgiug niid Sdiaity Rcrmr.lrch l d l i i l c  (IWASRI). 
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. 

order to get a clear picture of where the group stands at that point in time and what needs to be 
done (division of tasks, identification of expectations, time schedule, etc.). In the light of this 
meeting it is good to summarize the results found with the SWOT-analysis during the training. 
This analysis pointed out strengths and weaknesses at different levels that will enable or prohibit 
the formulation and implementation of RAAKS research activities in IIMI research areas: 

c-mlmbe. 
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Ali (IWASRI) 

. 
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4.3 

See Annex 11.  

Action Plan IIMI Research Component Decision Support Systems 

c 
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ACTIVITY 5: Evaluation of Day 9 

Weak Points 

- shori of people for DSS component 

Suggestions 
allow time for report writing 
facilitators need to help in finishing action plans in time 
facilitatois need to keep on ’pushing’ people on formulating as precise as possible 
formulation of action plan as a project instead of in small sessions 
give examples of RAAKS’ use in different organi~ations 
management should accept suggestioiis / good advlce 
will expectations be used? 
closing ceremony earlier 
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ACTIVITY 6: FINAL EVALUATION OF THE WORKSHOP 

Best part of the training 

+ facilities best 
+ arrangements 
+ objectives of training 
+ participants 
+ overall training good, new ideas of 
RAAKS 
+ RAAKS explanation with practical 
training (in field) 
+ comprehensive explanation on RAMS 
+ like energizer, group working, tough 
subject taught in easy way 
+ learning through participation 
+ distribution of responsibilities were clear 
and obeyed 
+ first day 
+ actor workshop (4*), actors involved in 
discussion 
+ PRA 
+ facilitators of training were well 
experienced, cooperative and dedicated. I 
wish them success in life. 

Worst part of the training 

- travelling to the fieldwork site (4*) 
- always lagging behind schedule 
- farmers were not informed in advance 
- first day 
- less time given to fundamental concepts 
- phase B was the weakest part 
- no real team building 
- language difficult 
- not enough facilitation 
- facilitators could not maintain interest in 
last three days 
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PART 5. FACILITATION PROCESS 

This part of the report presents learning points on the facilitation of the training workshop. These 
learning points can be identified in any process in which people have to work together, analyze their 
situation together, while looking after their own interests, taking pride in what they know and pushing 
their own perception of the situation. 

This part provides practicioners of the RAAKS methodology with insights and instruments to support 
and facilitate training in RAAKS, research and processes of change. 

5.1 Creating a learning atmosphere 

One of the most important aspects of facilitation is the creation of an atmosphere in which people can 
learn. This is not to say that people will learn because other factors play a role as well, but the 
possibility should be there. 

In the following a description is given of what we consider essential for a 'learning atmosphere'. We 
reflect on our own collaboration and what we tried to bring across to the group of participants. 
Important elements in our facilitation were the learning approaches and learning methods chosen. A 
essential aspect in using approaches and methods is: to be flexible! 

5.1.1 Collaboration between facilitators 

Our collaboration as facilitators was enjoyable, relaxed and motivated. The atmosphere was 
characterised by a lot of laughter, creativity and picking up challenges. There was a non-competitive 
atmosphere. We acknowledged the other person's qualities and made good use of it. Tasks were 
divided in a flexible way. During the workshop we constantly changed roles from one facilitator 
leading activities and the other supporting him/her and vice versa. Personal confessions were also part 
of our collaboration. First, a sense of failure if one of us had performed very well and the other had 
not. But instead of getting stuck in that feeling we realized that we had to observe each other to learn 
from each other. We have tried to create this learning atmosphere in the training workshop. 

5.1.2 Learnine Amroaches 

During the training workshop three different learning approaches could be distinguished: 
- Teaching: 
- Learning by doing; 

Learning through competition. 

The workshop programme was very much directed towards learning by doingldiscovery learning. 
Short presentations on a new subject were followed by exercises in small groups to put into practice 
what had been presented. Participants were clearly not used to this. Our dynamic and participatory 
way of working was evaluated very positively. But at the sanie tiwe participants wanted more lectures 
and instructions on 'how to do what'. On the second day, the learning process seemed to stagnate 
hecause participants felt very insecure about doing exercises without enough knowledge. Participants 

c 
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insisted that the facilitators would change their teaching method because it was too much different 
from theirs. They said that in Pakistan the trainer instructed the participants first and showed them 
how things were done before they themselves would implement it (box 4.1). 

We had to adapt our approach to participants' needs in order to stimulate learning. It was agreed that 
for the next day the participants would read the RAAKS manual thoroughly and the facilitators would 
prepare a presentation of how to use the windows. Our flexibility in changing our approach was very 
much appreciated. 
The other side of the story is that by having forced participants to dive into the deep they could 
formulate more specifically what exactly they needed to stimulate learning about RAAKS. Also, the 
participants were much more willing and eager to pay attention during the lectures. 

Monitoring and evaluating learning approaches during the whole process is essential. Adjusting and 
switching learning approaches can improve learning. It can also lead to new things such as our 
experiment with learning through competition. 

We observed that competition was an essential feature among Pakistani participants. They enjoyed the 
games we used to energize the groups. During the field work there was a competitive atmosphere 
between the two field groups. After the field work we were faced with the difficult task to stimulate 
reflection on what the groups had been doing. We decided to make use of this competitive element 
and organized a RAAKS quiz. There was a striking difference between how the Pakistani participants 
responded to the quiz and the expatriates. The Pakistani participants enjoyed the quiz very much as 
they felt the competition stimulated their learning process. Some expatriates were irritated and even 
felt blocked by this approach. 

- 5.1.3 Diversifvim learning methods 

We tried to vary different learning methods to stimulate learning. New information was repeated, we 
tried to visualize as much as possible using flip charts, overhead sheets and coloured cards. Activities 
from the previous day were summarized at the beginning of the day. Participants were provided with 
checklists and instruments to guide them through the exercises. We also stimulated participants to use 
different ways of presenting results such as visualizing through drawings and role plays. 

Using different learning methods clearly hrought out some of the hidden or not used qualities that 
participants had. Some turned out to he great players in role-plays or artists in making drawings of 
discussions. These qualities came out when giviiig clear instructims with each exercise: what are we 
doing, why and what is expected? 
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- 5.1.4 Exolicitizina learnine obiectives 

The first day we asked participants to formulate their expectations of the workshop and their learning 
objectives. We tried to explain the difference hetween expectations (what do you expect from the 
workshop?) and learning objectives (what exactly do you want to learn?) but participants had 
difficulty to grasp it. We also refrained from referring to the learning ohjectives during the workshop 
and at the end. This would have stimulated participants to monitor their own learning process (what 
have I learned so far and what is missing still?), thus enabling them to take responsibility for their 
own learning process. 

- 5.1.5 Learnine environment 

The environment participants are clearly influencies the learning process. This became clear especially 
during the exercises in small groups. Groups working in different environments were performing 
differently. The small committee room which had an oval table in the middle stimulated individuals to 
move around and work together actively. Cards, flip-charts etc were put on the table enabling group 
members to discuss and work with the material freely. 
The big conference room was twice as big as the small room and had tables and chairs arranged in a 
U-shape. Although there was enough space to sit where and how people wanted (group around tables 
or moving away from it, sitting on the ground etc) groups tended to work in a passive, formal 
meeting atmosphere. Most groups remained seated with one person standing in front of the group 
with a flip chart. 
Working outside on the grass encouraged interaction. One of the field groups gathered outside, sitting 
around a large round table thus facing each other. 
The field work confirms that taking people out of a 'formal' environinent stimulates interaction 
between individuals and enhances joint learning. 'Activating' environments are a necessity. They are 
not always at hand but need to be created. 

During the field work the field group that had started off very well during preparations continued to 
do so. The field group which had had difficulties from the heginning kept on struggling. They needed 
much more facilitation from our side. Thus, a learning atmosphere is not the only precondition for 
learning. Other factors are also influential. These will be discussed in the next paragraph. 

5.2 Facilitating learning by groups 

In facilitating learning by groups we came across a number of important aspects. Joint learning starts 
with team work and learning how to work together. The ahility to listen is a prerequisite. 
Furthermore, team work requires being aware of dynamics between different cultures, i.e. expatriates 
and Pakistani, and taking reponsibility for solving group conflicts. Specific research activities need 
good facilitation as well, such as interviewing, presenting results and involving actors actively in the 
process. Through regular evaluations using different methods we tried to bring out the different 
aspects of joint learning and stimulate reflection during the workshop. 
The aspects discussed in paragraphs 5.2. I .  to 5.2.4 are related to internal group dynamics. The 
comments in paragrahs 5.2.5 to 5.2.7 refer to the question what is needed for active involvement of 
actors. The last paragraph goes into facilitating evaluation. 

C 
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5.2.1 Team work 

From the heginning we tried to make the groups responsible for their own process. internal problems 
and outputs within the time set. A checklist for group work was given to enable them to work more 
effectively by dividing tasks. Before the field work the field groups had agreed on rules how to work 
together. 

Our general attitude was to intervene only if groups were not progressing or if they couldn't solve 
problems among themselves. Group members have their own responsihiiity in bringing up problems 
they experience. Groups have the responsibility to address these prohlems. 

Chairing. managing time and making decisions were most difficult for the groups. Some participants 
were non-cooperative, sitting back or walking around, not paying attention or taking responsibility for 
the work to be done. We observed the groups and discussed if intervention was needed and how this 
could be done. We also tried to find our own way. One facilitator tended to lead groups more during 
exercises. The other facilitator intervened more IS an outsider if he felt groups were not functioning 
well, if tasks within the groups were not performed well or if someone was not participating actively. 
Possible ways of intervention used: 

taking people out of the process; 

describing to the group what an outsider observes from watching them; 
. asking persons directly what they think; 

asking who is responsible for a certain task (e.g. time keeping); 
making remarks with respect to content; 

- 
- 
- making suggestions. 

Especially during the field work we were struggling whether or not to intervene. In the beginnning 
we just observed the groups. Later on, when the groups got stuck in analyzing the information 
collected, our involvement with the groups was very high. Most participants evaluated this positively, 
some felt confused by the input of the facilitators. Although we kept checking all group members 
uiiderstood decisions made in the analysis, we have mixed feelings about how much some participants 
have learned. 

5.2.2 Listening 

The most prominent skill lacking in most participants was the ability to listen to each other. This 
problem kept reappearing. In class, group work, field groups and during interviewing participants 
interrupted and overruled one another. During plenary sessions the facilitators set the rules for 
discussion, but in the small groups their influence was minor and chaos seemed to take over. 

5.2.3 Group dynamics between exuatriates and Pakistani uarticiuants 

From the beginning it was difficult to involve participants actively. Expatriates tended to dominate in 
group work. In plenary sessions where participants were asked to categorize their cards, only a few 
Pakistani participated actively. They were standing up front together with expatriates discussing and 

participants, not giving space to others to step in. One of the facilitators tried to involve other 
participants by adressing questions to them: "Do people in the back row agree with what is happening 

. arranging cards on the wall. They were doing their own thing, standing with their backs to the other 
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up front? What categories do you see?" People became aware of the fact that this was a group 
exercise and things changed. 

In group sessions expatriates often had key-roles: writing on flip charts, chairing discussions, taking 
notes and presenting results. One of the facilitators intervened several times by asking whether this 
was an 'expat' show. This is not to say that expatriates are indeed dominant. They have to be aware 
of the group dynamics of which they are part. We observed that Pakistani participants put a lot of 

researchers who were struggling with role confusion. The facilitators had instructed them to function 
as regular participants, keep a low profile and let others take key-roles. We wanted the group as a 
whole to set the speed of learning, not by one RAAKS expert pulling the rest. But because of their 
RAAKS expertise other participants expected the researchers to do exactly that. Their explanation that 
all group members should take up responsibility for the learning process was misunderstood by some 
participants as refusal to help the group. Pressure was put on them stating 'the RAAKS researcher in 
the other group is leading there'. 

pressure on expatriates to take the lead in exercises. This was especially the case for the RAAKS F 

5.2.4 Solvine. eraup conflicts 

We tried as much as possible to make clear that problems in the groups should be solved by the 
groups themselves. Participants asked us to help them solve their personal "struggle" in the group. 
Time and again we pointed out that they were responsible themselves to mention the problem in the 
group. We suggested they would be open and describe to the group what happened and how it 
affected them. 
Before the actor workshop a conflict arose between the field groups and the facilitating team. The 
facilitators discussed about how to solve the conflict. One facilitator wanted to intervene because she 
was afraid the actor workshop would be affected. The other facilitator wanted the groups to solve the 
prohlem themselves. He felt we could intervene only if the groups asked for help, which they did. 
We asked the groups not to quarrel about who had done something wrong, but to Focus on why they 
were there and what was best for the actors and the workshop. Finally, the groups reached 
agreement. 

5.2.5 Presenting erouo results 

Related to the difficulties in listening, participants tended to present their own personal view instead 
of reproducing and summarizing what had been said by others. This was especially the case during 
the preparation and implementation of the field work. Next to listening exercises, summarizing 
exercises would also have been useful. 

5.2.6 Imorovine interview skills 

Most participants hardly had any experience with (formal) interviewing. We had provided them with a 
checklist to divide tasks and a checklist for observing the interview process. These checklists were 
hardly adressed, nor put into practice. The facilitators participated in snme of the interviews and 
observed quite some problems which participants did not seem to he aware of. lnterviewers did not 
introduce themselves properly, they were not clear about the objectives of research and interview. 
They took all the time they had for the interview and followed their list of questions without paying 
attention to the interviewee as a person. They asked closed questions and were feeding the answers. 
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I’eedhack was given through a role play which was discussed with participants (see Evaluation 
methods). Developing interview skills will help develop the listening ability of participants. 

5.2.7 Facilitatine an actor workshoo 

Each field group had appointed two members for the facilitating team of the actor workshop. We 
provided the team with a checklist of points of attention for organizing the workshop. They were 
expected to do the work themselves. The facilitators were consulted ahout the order of activities and 
to intervene in  a conflict with the two field groups. On evaluation day the facilitating team evaluated 
their group work, raising most of the problems observed by the facilitators. 

I’roni the workshop it became apparent that facilitating an  actor workshop is not an easy thing. 
Leading the discussions was too much for only one person. Topics for discussion were decided upon 
hy the facilitator. he didn’t consult the audience. Prohlems with listening also occurred here. Some 
participants started lecturing the audience. thus taking the risk of hlocking feedback. Some 
participants were not satisfied ahout the workshop because no concrete activities were proposed by 
farmers. They also questioned whether some actnrs would have shown up without an incentive from 
IIMI. 

In RAAKS the actors are responsible for improving their situation. The RAAKS team has to facilitate 
this process of change. They analyze the problem situation and present their results in a discussion 
report. These reports serve as input for actor workshops. The workshop is as a forum for debate and 
negotiation ahout what the problems are, how these can be solved and by whom. The RAAKS team 
facilitates these discussions and integrates the results of the workshop into a final report. The actors 
together are responsible for making sure that agreements reached in the workshop will be executed. 

* 

__ 5.2.8 Evaluation methods 

We tried to evaluate our activities in a participatory manner. Each day was evaluated and throughout 
the workshop one wall was filled with flip charts of day evaluations (Exercise 6). We adjusted our 
activities and approach according to participants’ comments. 

Another method for evaluation was the use of rnle plays. During the licld wnrk we ohscrvcd that all 
groups had problems with interviewing. We discussed how to address these problems considering the 
limited time we had for plenary sessions. We also felt that a verbal presentation of do’s and don’ts 
was not effective to change people’s attitude. Thus, we decided to do a role play in which we would 
confront participants with their own hehaviour. The role play was performed in two scenes 
(introduction and questioning). After each scene we asked participants what they had seen. The 
laughter we evoked and the points raised by the participants showed that we had touched the right 
key, After the role play the groups did improve on interviewing and were giving feedback to their 
colleagues. 

011 evaluation day the field groups evaluated their performance i n  role plays. They had the courage to 
look at themselves critically and show what problems occurred in group work. It  was unfortunate that 

This would have made the evaluation and learning much stronger. 
- they could not ’make up for their mistakes’ by preparing a role play how they wanted to improve. 
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On the last day of the workshop the facilitators gave a verbal evaluation of the workshop. We used 
the drawing of phases of the workshop to illustrate the different steps in the learning process. The 
evaluation would have been much stronger if we had visualized our verbal presentation as well. 

5.3 

5.3.1 Multiple perspectives F 

The linear model was dominant in the thinking of many participants. Two out of  three groups saw the 
problem in Benin as reluctance of farmers to adopt technology. During the discussions it was stressed 
several times to he open to other people's views. People have their own reasons for (not) doing 
things, and these are equally valid as others. One participant remarked that i n  the video on Benin he 
had seen only one organisation working on extension. Thus, expressing his narrow definition and thus 
narrow vision on extension. In fact, all three organisations presented in the video were working in the 
field of extension. 

Participants were struggling with how to handle other views within the groups. The facilitators 
stressed that it was important to acknowledge differences in opinion and present these instead of 
trying to reach consensus all the time. But it was difficult to make people aware of their behaviour 
and to change this, During the field work one group 'solved' this problem through dominant 
individuals pushing their view. Another group solved it  through voting. However, hoth groups had 
the tendency to strive for consensus, and differences in perception within the groups were omitted 
from the presentations. 

During the formulation of action plans for the RAAKS research, differences in view hecame apparent 
as well. Some actors were reluctant lo participate in the RAAKS research proposed by llMl or they 
were waiting for IIMI to take the lead. We had difficulty with keeping the groups on track because 
there was a lot of confusion about the objectives and content of the research. And IIMI staff 
responsible for the research components were coming and going during the day. This tension between 
the responsibility of individuals and responsibility o l  the intitiators will rcappc;i~- ilur-ing thc x t u a l  
RAAKS research and has to be addressed. 

Becoming aware of one's own view is a core element in RAAKS. Respecting and accepting different 
views is another. Differences in views are the starting point for further analysis and negotiation. 
There is no one true perspective, each view is equally valid. It is important which different views 
people have and why that is so. This is the basis for creating common ground for problem solving. 

_. 5.3.2 Coping with uncertainty 

Dealing with problems in analysis 

From the beginning participants couldn't cope with uncertainty. They were reluctant to do exercises 
without much background knowledge. They always felt time was not enough to handle all information 
and analyze it properly to reach valid conclusions. During the lieltl wurk the grriups were elmid t o  
draw conclusions. They kept on discussing and analyzing the information. making new sheets an not 
using results from the previous analysis. They didn't take decisions on what the problem was and 
which information was more important than others. Thus they were searching without focus. The last 
two days the facilitators took the lend in the field groups. We tried to pull them towards drawing 
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conclusions, forcing them to take decisions and to combine the results from different windows by 
making drawings. We stressed that if they felt they didn't have enough information they should make 
assumptions, make these explicit and put them for debate in the actor workshop. 

In RAAKS the team is not striving for the one and only true picture. They are not the experts telling 
actors what to do. They present their perspective as an input for debate and negotiations between the 
actors involved. The actors together are responsible for the process of change. , 
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PART 6. 

EXERCISES 
CHECKLISTS 
ENERGIZERS 

. 



6.1 EXERCISES 



EXERCISE 1: GETTING ACQUAINTED 

Objective: 
0 Getting acquainted. 

Procedure: 
0 

0 

Form a circle (no tables in between people); 

Each person steps into the circle and says her/his name; this can be a first name or a name 
(s)he would like to be called by: 

Another round is made: each person steps into the circle saying his name and an adjective 
starting with the first letter of her/his name; Purpose of this round is to tell something about 
yourself by putting the adjective before your name e.g. Smart Steve, Musical Monique. The 
adjectives can tell something very personal about yourself, about your character or something 
about your hobbies. 

A third round can be made following the same procedure telling everybody where you are 
working and what you do (in one sentence). 

A different procedure can be to provide every participant with as many beans as there are 
participants. These beans should be put into their right pockets or held in their right hands. 
People are then asked to introduce themselves to every other participant in one sentence 
telling where they work and what they do. After the introduction each person will give one 
bean to the other person and receiving one bean in return. The received beans should then be 
held in their left hand or in their left pocket. The exercise ends when everybody has as many 
beans as there are participants in their left pocket or hand. 

0 

0 

0 

Time: 
0 1.5 to 30 minutes 

Materials: 
0 Beans 

. 
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EXERCISE 2: EXPECTATIONS OF THE PARTICIPANTS 

. 

Objective: 
0 

Procedure: 
0 

To make an inventory and analysis of the expectations of the participants 

Each participant is given colored cards to write down herlhis expectations of the training 
workshop; 

The participants are asked to put them on the wall and see whether their cards niatch/fit with 
cards put on the wall hy others. In  this way participants group around the cards on tlie wall 
and cluster the cards themselves. 

Discuss the cards and clusters 

0 

0 

Time: 
0 30 minutes 

Materials: 
0 colored cards 
0 markers 
0 pins or tape 

EXERCISE 3: FORMULATING LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

Objective: 
0 To have each participant formulate herlhis learning ohjectives so that at the end of the course 

(s)he can evaluate lier-/himself on these objectives 

Procedure: 
0 Each participant takes one sheet of paper and formulates herlhis learning ohjectives. (option: 

participants are asked to forinulate their learning objectives for each of the categories of 
expectations obtained i n  the exercise 2. I ,  (the forniulation should be brief and concrete so it 
can he checked), The sheets are placed on the wall so that tlie participants and facilitators can 
consult them during the training; 

The learning objectives can be monitored during the various stages of tlie course; 0 

Time: 
30 minutes 

Materials: 
0 sheets 
0 markers 
0 pins or tape 
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EXERCISE 4: PARTICIPATORY WORKING 

Objectives: 
0 

0 

0 

Procedure: 
0 

Gain insights in the associations participants have on participatory working. 
Gain insights/ present experience in  participatory methods. 
lnventorize opportunities and constraints of working with participatory methods. 

each participant receives 3 different colored cards. Each card is used to answer a different 
question: 
Red: What would participatory working mean in your work? What would it  look like? 

(Option: Finish the sentence:lf 1 could work in a participatory manner I 
would ......... ) 

What opportunities and constraints within your own organisation do you see for 
working in a participatory manner? 

Blue: 

Green: What methods for participatory working do you know? (experience YIN) 

Make an inventory of the cards and categorize them 

Discuss the clusters of cards 

0 

0 

Facilitation: 
0 

Time: 
60 minutes 

Materials: 
0 colored cards 
0 markers 
0 pins or tape 

See to it  that remarks made are addressed 
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EXERCISE 5: RAAKS and PRA 

Objective: 
0 To combine RAAKS principles and analytical design with PRA techniques in order to provide 

insight in the difference between RAAKS and PRA. 

Procedure: 
0 Make inventory of the most important prohlems of irrigation in Farooqabad. 

Every participant is given cards on which @)he draws an important prohlem. These 
are put on the ground. Cards are inventorized, categorized and discussed by the 
group. 

0 Prioritize the problems 
Participants are given 3 beans. (option: women and males receive different beans) 
They are asked to put the beans on the most important problem(s). The most 
important problems are separated and spread on the ground. (option: another round of 
prioritizing with beans). 
NOTE: the problems should he documented and the scores of beans as well. 

0 Actor Identification of the most important problems 
Take a big sheet of paper. Make a matrix by putting the 3 most important problems 
on short side (y-line) of the paper. Along tlie long side then all actors identified can 
be placed. 
Participants are given cards to (draw their) answer(s) the following questions: 
- what actors are present in the area? 
Participants answer the following question: 
- what actors are working on prohlem I ?  prohlein 2? prohlem 3? (facilitator marks tlie 
actor-prohleni combination on tlie sheet) 

- what actors are the most important? Who should take the lead in solving the 
prohlem? (participants are given 3 heaiis to indicate the most iiiiportatil actors for each 
problem) 

b 

b Participants are then asked: 

0 Draw conclusions from the Matrix of actors and problems 
(in RAAKS the exercise is done with different actors and used for debate) 

Time: 
0 60 minutes 

Materials: 
0 flip chart sheets 
0 colored cards 
0 markers 
0 heans 
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EXERCISE 6: EVALUATION OF THE DAY 

Objective: 
0 To evaluate the activities on strong and weak points and obtain suggestions for possible 

adjustment to the program, activities and their content. 

Procedure: 
0 Each participant is asked to fill out three cards: one card for what @)he liked about the day, 

one card for what (s)he did not like about the day, and one card for a suggestion (for 
improvement). 

The facilitators organize and categorize these cards and write them on a flip-chart. 

The results can be fed back to the participants in different ways: 
b 

b 

0 

0 

Reading out loud the cards (per category (goodlbadlsuggestion) to the participants 
after they all handed in their cards; 
Presenting the results a1 the start of the next day. Then alsn the facilitators can 
indicate which points and suggestions they will address and which not. 

Time: 
0 10-15 minutes 

Materials: 
0 flip-chart sheet 
0 markers 
0 cards 
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EXERCISE 7: RAAKS METHODOLOGY - PHASE A 

Objectives: 
0 

0 

0 

Procedure: 
0 

To familiarize the participants with the Phase A of the R A A K S  nietliodology. 
To practice a PRA technique. 
To apply the knowledge system perspective to a specific problem situation. 

Form 3 groups with a diverse composition consisting of different actors, different sections and 
levels (HQ or field), gender. (people who often work together should be separated) 

Provide the groups with the Terms of Reference (TOR). In the Benin case the following TOR 
was given: 

0 

"CARDER would like the group to formulate recommendations to change 
farmers attitudes in order for farmer to adopt CARDER advised practices on 
food crops. " 

0 The groups answer the questions helow using cards and putting the cards on the ground in 
such a way that it becomes visible who are actors, their objectives, what are the problems 
they see and what external factors influence them. 
b 

b 

What actors are involved? (Participants use cards to make an inventory of the actors) 
What are their objectives? and What do they see as (the) prohlem(s)? and How 
successful are the actors in solving these problems? (Participants use cards to make an 
inventory the actors' nhjectives and different cards for the prohlems the different 
actors see) 
What are external factors? (Participants use cards to make an inventory the external 
factors) 

b 

0 The groups will then have to decide on the most iniportant problems: 
b Prioritize the problems 

Participants are given 3 beans. (option: women and males receive different 
beans) They are asked to put the beans on the most important problem(s). The 
most important problems are separated and spread on the ground. (option: 
another round of prioritizing with beans). NOTE: the problems should be 
documented and the scores of beans as well. 

Participants are then asked: - what actors are the most important? Who should 
take the lead in solving the problem? (participants are given 3 beans to 
indicate the most important actors for each prohlem) 

Participants are then asked: - what external factors have the strongest 
influence? (participants are given 3 beans to indicate the most important 
factors) 

b Prioritize the Actors 

+ Prioritize the External Factors 
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0 The Groups then have to decide on problem definition vs TOR 
Does the group accept the TOR or is the TOR in line with the outcomes if the 
analysis of the problem situation. 

0 GROUPS HAVE TO MAKE A DRAWING OF THE PROBLEM SITUATION AND 
PRESENT IT. 

Time: 
90 minutes 

Materials 
a flip chart sheets 
0 colored cards 
0 markers 
0 beans 
0 pins or tape 

EXERCISE 8: RAAKS METHODOLOGY - PHASE B 

Objectives: 
0 

0 

0 

0 

Procedure: 
0 

To apply the windows and tools. 
To gain insights in analyzing situations using windows and tools. 
To gain insights in combining results from different windows. 
Participants learn to work as a team in analysis. 

All groups use two windowsltools from the 9-phase to analyze a situation and draw 
conclusions by combing the results from the two windows. 

The groups also have the opportunity to interview two actors: the trainers will play an 
extension worker and a community worker from the NGO PEMR. 

0 

0 Plenary presentation: 
c 
b 

b 

Discuss plenary the outcomes of the analysis of the small groups 

Choice of windows and motivation 
Operationalization of the windows and motivation 
Result of the windows/tools and conclusions based on the combining of the results 

0 

Facilitation: 
0 

0 

0 

0 

Watch the group analysis process 
Similarities and differences between the operationalization of the windows e.g. task analysis - 
groups may identify different tasks but may still achieve similar conclusions; 
Similarities and differences in group results e.g. groups using different (combination 00 
windows may achieve the same conclusions; 
Groups do the analysis but do not draw conclusions e.g. see social forms (biggest prohlem in 
combining the windows) 

Snlnm" N sccgers. In,, 'I 
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Time: 

Materials: 
flip-charts 
markers 
pins or tape 
colored cards 
overhead-sheets and projector 

I20 minutes (including redcoffee break) 

1 

. 
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EXERCISE 9: 

Objective: 

INVENTORY OF QUESTIONS ABOUT RAAKS 

To make an inventory of the (remaining) questions about RAAKS, its intentions and 
principles, analytical design and procedural design. 

Procedure: 
participants are provided cards on which they can write 1 problem or question per card in not 
more than 8 words; 

the participants are asked to hang then1 on the wall and see whether their cards matchlfit with 
cards put on the wall by others. In this way participants group around the cards on the wall 
and cluster the cards themselves; 

discuss the cards and clusters. 

Time: 
30 minutes 

Materials: 
colored cards 
markers 
pins or tape 

EXERCISE 10: 

Objective: 

Procedure: 
Small groups are formed 

RAAKS METHODOLOGY -Windows Phase B 

To learn how to use and operationalize windows. 
To learn how to combine the analytical outcomes of two windows 

All the groups gets the same t e r m  of reference 
Terms of reference: 

Each group uses two windows to draw conclusions 
Groups present their results and coitclusions 

"Can the irrigation system in Farooqabad work in a participatory way?" 

Time: 
60 minutes 

Materials: 
markers 
flip-charts 
pins or tape 
colored cards 
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EXERCISE 11: FIELDWORK PREPARATIONS 

Objective: 
0 To have the groups prepare themselves for the fieldwork. 

outputs: 
0 The facilitators form: 

2 large field groups 
6 interview groups 

The field groups are requested to' 
b 

b Choose a Group Motto 
b Make a Group Contract 

Use the Interview checklist 

0 

Make use of the Group Work Checklist (see Checklist I )  

Procedure 
0 Facilitators form two field groups. Within each field group 3 smaller interview groups are 

formed. 

Each field group decides on a group motto for the field work 

Each field group makes up a group contract addressing the questions mentioned above 

Each interview group decides on task division for day I using the checklist given above. 

Each interview group makes an interview outline using the Terms of Reference (Problem 
Statement) and the windows of phase A. (The interview groups visiting farmers may want to 
use the exercise 3 in addition to questions they have) The interview outline can consist of a 
list of key issues to be addressed or a list of predetermined questions. Interview outline Phase 
A (some points of attention can he found in the manual on pages 33 and 34) 

Within the field group interview outlines of the different interview groups are then compared, 
adjusted, complemented. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Time: 
0 90 minutes 

Materials: 
0 computers 
0 flip-chart sheets 
0 markers 



EXERCISE 12: MAPPING EXERCISE 

Objective: 
0 

Procedure: 
0 

To acquaint the participants with a PRA technique before trying it out themselves in the field. 

Before departure to the field an article was distributed in the busses about a mapping exercise, 
one of the techniques in Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA). At the field station the mapping 
exercise was demonstrated by Rafique who had been involved in IIMI's PRA training from 
November 1994 to May 1995. I 

0 What is mapping? 
So far interviews have been held in a village. It is not clear how the villages look like, how 
houses are located, where shops are, the fields etc. A mapping exercise is useful to collect 
this kind of information. It is also a different way of gathering information. It enables 
villagers to visualize their area, how they see their environment and indicate which places are 
important to them. 

What information does it provide? 
Different maps can be made, depending on the information one is looking for: a map of a 
village (social mapping), the surrounding area (resource mapping), or if dwellings and fields 
are interspersed, a map which includes both (dwellings, schools, fields, rivers, etc). Many 
different issues can be address in mapping. RAAKS focusses on people and ~Iganizations, 
their different perspectives and linkages and how they communicate. Think about how to get 
this kind of information from the mapping exercise. 

0 

0 How to do it? 
Ask people in the village to take you to one of their fields. Choose a wide open space that is 
relatively flat. Explain the technique and what you would like to know from them. Ask people 
to collect small branches, leaves, stones etc. Indicate the scale of the map by drawing with a 
stick in the sand a square of maximum 15 by 15 meters. Ask participants to make a map of 
their area: houses, shops, school, mosque etc. in the village and the fields. Once you have 
explained the exercise sit back and watch. Note what is drawn first, as this may provide 
insight about what people consider important. Then ask questions about the map and ask 
people to include what you want to know further. 

When the exercise is finished copy the map on paper twice (by a group member or a 
coniiiinnity member). Leave one copy with the community. 
(Adapted from: Towards Partnership i n  Development, South Africa 1995) 

0 

Time: 
0 60 minutes 

Materials: 
0 flat sandy space 
0 sticks, stone, leafs etc 
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EXERCISE 13: EVALUATION OF THE FIELDWORK 

I 

Objective: 
0 To evaluate the fieldwork 

Procedure: 
0 Each field group is asked to evaluate the fieldwork on the following aspects: 

b Group Work: 
- interview 
- analysis and discussions 
- preparing the actor workshop 
- decision making 
- communication 

b Actor Involvement: 
- interviews 

- actor workshop 
- PRA 

c Role of facilitation 

The following questions can be of help in looking at the mentioned aspects: 
- What happened? How did it go? 
- What was changed? 
- How would you change it? 
- Use of group contract? 
- Use of interview group checklist? 
- Did you achieve the expected outputs 

0 Each group is asked to produce two outputs: 
- a flip chart 
- a role play 

0 The team of participants facilitating the actor workshop was requested to do their own 
evaluation. 

Time: 
0 90 minutes 

Materials: 
0 Flipcharts 
0 markers 
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EXERCISE 14: 

Objective: 

EVALUATION WORKING WITH RAAKS: THE RAAKS QUIZ 

To evaluate the use of the methodology RAAKS, what problems have heen encountered in 
using the RAAKS methodology, are the participants familiar with its’ principles, framework, 
windows and tools. 

Procedure: 
Form groups of max 4 people. Each group chooses a name. 

A quiz and its’ questions: 
b 

b 

b 

c 

Set time limit for answering. 
Answers are read out loud by the participants. 
Good answers are rewarded with one or more beans. 
Count group scores regularly and visualize them e.g. using a bar chart. 

Time: 
0 120 minutes 

Materials: 
flip-charts 

0 writing pads 
markers 
beans (two colors) 

0 colored cards for questions 

THE QUESTIONS 
1) What are the three elements of RAAKS (framework)? 

A: I + A + P = RAAKS 
Questions related to Intentions: 
2) Name two objectives of the field work? 

A: 
3) Name two expected outputs of the fieldwork? 

A: 

i) involvement of actors, ii) participatory working, i i i )  RAAKS in real life situation 

i) actor workshop, ii) problem analysis and suggestions together with actors, iii) field 
report 

Questions related to Analysis 
4) 

5 )  

Why is it important to redefine the terms of reference for the field research ? 
A: 
How did the integration analysis clarify the problem in Farooqabad? 
A: 

TOR are view of one actor only 

i) linkages between actors, ii) gaps between actors (e.g. gaps towards small farmers, 
ID isolated), iii) coalition of actors or clusters 

what task performed, ii)  who is performing these tasks, iii) are there gaps or overlaps 

i) visualize local situation I problems and social interactions, ii)  clarify problems 
through involvement of community 

6)  How did the task analysis clarify the problem in Farooqabad? 1 

A: 
How did the mapping exercise the problem in Farooqabad? 
A: 

7) - 



. 

8 )  Why is it so difficult to draw conclusions from the analysis? 
A: i) choice of windows (amount of information from the different windows), ii) lack of 

participation (team members) (lack of rules for decision making) i i i )  lack of clarity in 
objective and problem definition 

Questions related to Procedure: 
Why is visualizing important in actor workshops? 
A:  

Why is visualization important in teamwork? 
A: 

What. does the knowledge system of Farooqahad look like? (visualize!!) 
A: 
Name the two mayor problems of the knowledge system of Farooqabad? 
A: 

What methods and techniques have been used to collect information? 
A:  

i) illiteracy. ii) overall picture. i i i )  clarity. iv) caii put a lot of information in a picture 
v) can remeinher a picture more easily than words. vi) stiiniilate creativity 

i) overall picture / simplify information, i i )  stimulate creativity, i i i )  sharing 
information 

visualizing actors and (their) linkages 

i)  no coordination between actors, ii) no feedback from small farmers, i i i )  research is 
not oriented towards problems of small farmers 

i) interviews, ii) observation, i i i )  mapping (PRA). iv) discussion in field group, v) 
RAAKS windows and tools, vi) discussion with actors / actor workshop, vii) written 
sources, viii) visualized presentations, ix) brainstorming. x) discussion with facilitators 

i) team work, ii) actors / actor workshop, i i i )  windows and tools 

participation is needed in order to get joint learning. participation in an  activity may 
mean that individuals have learned from that activity hut not as a whole group. Joint 
learning requires participation at different levels of the process (e.g. joint decision 
making: what is to he learned and how?) 

i) Rapid Appraisal of Agricultural Knowledge Systems, ii) specific methodology with 
windows and tools. i i i )  participatory methodology, iv) sharing with actors, v) 
visualization of information, vi) formulate suggestions for improvement together with 
actors, vii) commitment of actors to actions decided upon in an action plan. 

Name 3 situations in which 'multiple perspectives' play a role? 
A: 
What is the difference between participation and joint learning? 
A: 

What is RAAKS? 
A: 
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Strengths of the participant in using RAAKS: Weaknesses of the participant in using 
RAAKS: 

I Opportunities for using RAAKS between 
organizations: organizations: 

Threats for using RAAKS between the I/ 
Opportunities for using RAAKS within the 
organization of the participant: 

Time: 
0 90 minutes 

Materials: 
flip chart sheets 
markers 
tape 

Threats for using RAAKS within the 
organizations of the participant: 
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EXERCISE 16: FORMATION OF GROUPS FOR RESEARCII PROPOSAL 
FORMULATION 

Ol).jective: 
0 Formation of groups which will conie up with action plans to forniiilate research proposals for 

RAAKS activities within the three component. 

Procediire: 
0 I A sort of fair i s  organized where participants could shop arnund. On three side-walls of the 

room flip charts are put representing the IlMl component. Participants can enlist themselves. 

Time: 
0 30 minutes 

Materials: 
0 Flip-charts 
0 markers 
0 tape 

EXERCISE 17: RESEARCH PROPOSAL FORMULATION - PHASE A 

Objective: 
0 To identify actor networks and proposition for inter-organizational RAAKS research groups. 

Procediire: 
0 

0 

Time: 
0 90 minutes 

Materials 
0 flip charts 
0 markers 
0 tape 

Groups :ire asked to identify actors nlitl tlicir networks rcl:itcd to tlicir cirlnponcllt 
Each group is asked to present the network of actors related to the component 
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EXERCISE 18: RESEARCH PROPOSAL FORMULATION - PHASE C: ACTION 
PLANS 

WHAT (actions need to taken 
to finalize the research 
proposal) ? 

Objective 
0 

Procedure 
0 

To formulate action plans for finalizing the Research Proposals 

the groups are provided with a framework in which the can indicate which actions are needed 
to finalize a research proposal, who will be participating in the action, and when will the 
action be finished: 

WHO (will participate in the 
action) ? finished) ? 

WHEN (will the action be . 
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6.2 CHECKLISTS 



CHECKLIST 1: GROUP WORK 

Objective: 
0 

Procedure: 

To support group working and fiinctioning 

. 0 Before staring group work, the members elect persons for the following tasks: 
I Who is chairing the group? 

c Who is managing time? 
b Who is taking notes? 
b 

c 
Who will present the result of the group? 
Who will make the drawing? 

Time: 
0 5-10 minutes 

CHECKLIST 2: OBSERVATION EXERCISE 

Objective: 
0 

Procedure: 
0 

To support the participants in obtaining the information from the video. 

Participants were divided into three groups of consultants. These consultant groups were 
invited to do a RAAKS study of the probleni situation. The information for the study would 
he presented on video. 

Pnrticipnnts were instructed to watch the video carefully as the video would be the main 
source of information for the RAAKS study. After the introduction to the video a list of key- 
questions was distributed. 
b What actors (individuals , groups and organisations) are involved? 
c What are their objectives? 
b Is their a shared objective? 
b What problems do you think these actors perceive? 
c What are external factors? What and/or who are driving/constraining forces? 

0 

Time: 
0 5-10 minutes 

CHECKLIST 3: GROUP CONTRACT (FIELDWORK) 

Objective: 
0 To support field groups in their preparations for the field work . 
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output 
0 contract of working rules agreed upon by all members of the field group including the topics 

below. 

Contract Topics: 
0 How are tasks divided within the (field) group (chair person, time keeper, note taker, person 

who monitors the decision-making process within the (field) group and intervenes when 
necessary (see point iii)) 

How is exchange of information between the interview groups organised? 

How are decisions taken (time pressure, argumentation, focus on results, consensus, dominant 
team members) 

How are disputes settled? (consensus, voting etc) 

0 

0 

0 

CHECKLIST 4: INTERVIEW GROUPS 

Output: 
Division of tasks and responsibilities 

Checklist Interview groups 
0 Who takes notes? 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Who is responsible for the time keeping? 

Wlio will do the translation (the person translating does not lend the interview !)? 

Who will present the results to the other interview groups? 

Who takes the lead in the interview (each interview different person)? 

How can other members intervene in the interview? 

Who will guard the interview outline? 

CHECKLIST 5: OBSERVATION POINTS FOR INTERVIEWS 

A .  Content 
A l .  lnterviewee 
- What does the interviewee say in broad lines? 
- What themes does (s)he address? 
- What subject does (s)he elaborate upon? What subjects are briefly addressed? 
- How does (s)he build up herlhis story? 
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A2. Interviewers 
- What do the interviewers ask in broad lines'? 
- llow do they introduce the question? 
- What kind of questions do they ask (open/closed, objective/subjective)? 
- Do they summarize what has been said? 

B. LnrigrinRe / Wording & Voice . - Sentences (simple/complex) 
I - Length of sentence 

- wording (academickommon, concrete/abstract) 
- intonation 
- volume 
- typical words ("0, I see", "Hmmmm","eh") 
- breathing 

C. Now Verbal Expression 
- facial expression 
- gestures 
- body language 

D. Total 
- Is there a clear beginning and ending of the communication? 
- How is the atmosphere? Are both parties at ease (do they laugh)? 
- Do interviewee and interviewer understand each other's questions and responses? 
- Has the interview been satisfactory for hoth parties? 

CHECKLIST 6: FIELD REPORT 

nie iritporrance of a field report 
The preparation of the group report at the end of the field exercise is an essential element in 
stimulating reflection among (representatives of) key actors. Similarly they are crucial to 
cross-checking the ideas developed by the team with these actors. The report can best be 
thought of as a tentative attempt at making sense out of information, opinions and 
observations gathered so far. 

Outline of :liefield report 
1. Introduction: 
2. Methodology: 

2.1 Approach: Introduction on RAAKS methodology and instruments used for gathering 
information (interviews - interview outlines and their adjustments, PRA-techniques, 
the windows used) 

2.2 Team work: presenting the group conlract 
2.3 Planning: activities planned 
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3. Results and Analysis 
3.1 The Results of the RAAKS-exercise 

I .  Terms of Reference 
2. Phase A 

- What findings and information did you gather from using the windows and 
tool@)? 

3. Decision making on the TOR: Redefining the TOR? 
4. Choice of Windows of Phase B . 

< - What is the relevance of this window and tool(s) to deepening understanding 
the problem situation? How did the group operationalize these windows? 

- What findings and information did you gather from using the windows and 

- In how far did the analysis yield interesting ideas I insights? In how far were 
these in accordance with results expected beforehand? 
- What results did you get in  combining the windows? 

5. Windows from Phase B 

tool(s)? 

6. Phase C 

3.2.1 Decision making 
3.2.2 Divisions of tasks 
3.2.3 Information exchange and comnlunication within the group: 

3.2 The Team process 

3.2.3.1 In the field group 
3.2.3.2 In the Interview group 
presenting the conclusions of the fieldwork and the discussing of the results 
during the actor workshop. 

4. Conclusions: 

Annexes 
- instruments used (interview outlines, PRA techniques,) 

CHECKLIST 7: ACTOR WORKSHOP 

The importance of a presentation 

The results of the field work will be presented and discussed in a joint workshop with all key 
actors. This workshop has to be designed to adjust and refine the 'images' which have been 
constructed in the field. The conclusions of the workshop have to be incorporated in the group 
report for the contractor. 

Checklist A: Steps for preparing tlie presentations 
0 

0 Who is your audience? 
0 

0 

0 

What is the objective of the presentation? 

What is the content of your presentation? 
Which methods will you use? 
What materials do you need? 
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Checklist B: Issues for analysis 
rn 
rn 

What is your problem definition (TOR or other)? Draw the overall picture! 
What constraints and opportunities are there in the system? 
What suggestions for improvement do you propose? 

Checklist C: Checklist for the facilitating team (2 persons per field group) 
rn Introduction 

Presentations 
Discussions 

rn Note-taking 
rn Appointments for follow-up 

High tea 

Additiorml points of attenriorr 
Limitations of the location: can the location host all invited peoples that were interviewed? 
Can they all sit? 1s the presentation organized in such a way that everybody present can hear 
what is being said / explained? The materials used for the presentation: are they clearly 
visible I readable for the entire audience? 

Visualize the problem situation in all possible forms. Do not work with names, abbreviations 
etc. too much since you will loose that part of the audience that is illiterate. 

A presentation does not necessarily have to be a lecture-like presentation of the results. It may 
well be a role play in which the whole group can participate. In "visualizing" the problem 
situation in a role play, the dynamics of the problem situation can be better presented. 

rn 

rn 

CHECKLIST 8: 

1 .  Background 

2. 

FORMAT FOR TIIE RESEARCH PROPOSAL 

Intriitions of the RAAKS research 

expected outcomes 
preconditions 

0 prohlein definition 

3. 

research group 
research act ivi t ieslphases 
research methods and techniques 
group work / group contract 
actor involvement 

Procedural design of the RAAKS research 
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4. 

0 problem definition 
choice of windows 
network of actors 

5 .  Planning 

6. Budget 

Analytical design of the RAAKS research 

Annexes 
- group contract 

CHECKLIST 9: 

WHAT ? 

0 

INSTRUMENT FOR ACTION PLAN 

preconditions that have to he met for the formulation and implementation of the RAAKS 
research. These need to be translated into concrete actions to he taken up by the participants: 
b e.g. participants in  the RAAKS workshop ask permission form their organisations to 

dedicate time, attention and/or resources to the RAAKS research; 
w e.g. participants identify other important actors that they want to be involved in the 

formulation and implementation of the RAAKS research. 

0 all participants and interested actors come together for a meeting to establish a RAAKS 
research group. This is formalized by a group contract. 

the RAAKS research group decides which topics should be in the research proposal and who 
is going to write the content for these topics. 

0 

WHO (and HOW)? 

0 task division to finalize the formulation of the research proposal: Who is going to do what 
(and how)? 

WHEN ?? 

0 deadlines set for the final research proposal. Tasks need to be done within that time limit. 

. 
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6.3 ENERGIZERS 



ENERGIZER 1: THE NUMBER GAME 

Ohjectives: 
0 

0 To form groups. 
0 

Procedure: 
0 

To create a relaxed atmosphere. 

To awaken participants and raise their energy-level (e.g. after period of intense listening) 

. The facilitator counts the numher of participants present. He or she then asks the participants 
to form groups according to the numher called hy h i d h e r .  This is repeated a couple of times, 
each time the number of group members required is changed. For instance: 5 groups of 5 ,  7 
groups of 3 and I group of 4, 3 groups of 6 and I group of 7. The participants have to act 
very quickly, they start shouting and grahhing each other to get their group together. 

The last call may he used tn form groups whtr will work together on 
assignments. 

0 Option: 

Time: 
0 10 minutes 

ENERGIZER 2: SIMON SAYS 

Objectives: 
0 

0 

Prncedure: 
0 

To create a relaxed atmosphere 
To awaken participants and raise their energy-level (e.g. after period of intense listening) 

Participants are asked to follow the facilitator's instructions, hut & if  the instruction is 
preceded by the sentence "Simon says". Anyone who acts on instructions not given hy Simon 
is out. For instance, "Simon says walk" "Simon says stop" "Simon says lift your right arm" 
"Drop your arm" ..,. The faster the facilitator gives instructions the higher the chance that 
participants will drop out. 

Option: Participants take turns in giving instructions. 0 

Time: 
0 10 minutes 
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ENERGIZER 3: ANIMAL FARM 

Objeelives: 

To form groups. 

Procedure: 

To create a relaxed atmosphere. 

To awaken participants arid raise their energy-level (e.g. alter period of intense listening) 

The facilitator determines how many groups need to be formed of how many members, for 
instance G groups of 4 persons. The facilitator takes 24 cards and makes G piles of 4 cards. 
Every pile of cards will have a different animal written on it (e.g. chicken, monkey, cow, 
horse, pig and donkey). The cards are shufflal. 
The participant are asked to take a card without showing it to others. They are then asked to 
find their group members by making the sound of the animal that is written on their card. 

Time: 
10 minutes 

ENERGIZER 4: DANCING LESSON 

Objectives: 

Procedure: 
e 

To create a relaxed atmosphere. 
To awaken participants and raise their energy-level (e.g. after period of intense listening) 

Participants are asked to form a circle or line up and start clapping in the same rhythm. The 
facilitator demonstrates a number of dance steps. Participants are asked to follow the 
facilitator. 

Option: If the participants have picked up  the dance steps, the facilitator may add other 
movements, e.g. waving with arms, bending down, making a turn and speeding up the 
rhythm. 

Time: 
15 minutes 
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ENERGIZER 5: FRUIT SALAD 

Objectives: 
0 

0 To form groups. 
0 

Procedure: 

To create a relaxed atmosphere. 

To awaken participants and raise their energy-level (e.g. after period of intense listening) 

. 0 Participants are asked to arrange as many chairs in a circle as there are participants. The 
facilitator stands in the middle. (S)he asks a person to name a fruit, hidher neighhour to name 
another fruit, the following neighhour another fruit and the next neighhour another fruit. Then 
the fifth person is asked to take the first fruit, the sixth person the second etc. This is repeated 
until all participants have a fruit. The numher of fruits depends on the number of participants, 
hut there should he at least 4 people per fruit. 

The facilitator then asks the participants to change chairs if their fruit is called out. While the 
participants are running for another chair the facilitator will run to the closest chair. The 
person that does not succeed in taking a chair stays in the middle. (S)he will then call another 
fruit and will run for the closest chair. This procedure is repeated several times. Make sure 
that all fruits are mentioned at 1ea.t once. 

0 

0 Option: If the person in the middle calls "fruit salad" everyone has to change seats 
including the facilitator (who doesn't have a fruit name). 

After the energizer the 'fruit groups' will work together on assignments. 

Time: 
0 10 minutes 
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ANNEX 1 

1 Presentation of the results of Phase A of a RAAKS exercise: the actors, their objectives and the 
problems they face. 

2 Characteristic for RAAKS: a drawing showing the main actors and their linkages in a system. 



3 Production of a 'linkage matrix', a tool to be used for the integration analysis in Phase B. 

4 Women use natural materials to make a map of their village and talk about its inhabitants, castes 
and water sources. 



5 During the actor workshop results from 3 days fieldwork are presented in the form of a role play. 

, 

6 In the actor workshop interviewees give comments on the present situation and suggestions for 
improvement. 
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REPORT 
FIELD GROUP A 

. 

RAAKS TMr"3 
ON HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 

IN IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Agriculture is the major sector of economy in Pakistan. The fertile land resources of the 
Indus  Basin System coupled with the waters of the  river lndus and its tributaries 
provided ideal conditions for the development of irrigated agriculture in t h e  country. The 
irrigation system in Pakistan comprises a number of dams, barrages. major and minor 
canals. and drains. It  is the world's largest irrigation network. 

The land and water resources of the Indus Basin have the potential of increasing crop 
yields by about three times. Although, a t  present, per acre yields a re  far  less than the 
internationalstandards despite an ideal combination of climate, temperature, soil and cvater 
resources. 

Recently, Agrisearch has conducted various technical feasibility studies in Manawala 
Distributary, District Sheikhupura Agrisearch has  also come to conclusion that there is 
a lot of potential for raking crop production in the  are& However, a serious constraint is 
the unequitable and unreliable supply of agriculturalinputs such as water, seed, fertilizer 
etc. Furthermore,Agrisearchis convinced that better managementof the human resources 
available in the irrigated agriculture sector can play a decisive role in making 
improvements possible. 

Agrisearch gave a mnsultancy to RECKY group of consultants to formulate recommendation 
for mobilizing the existing human resourcesin order to bring about a more equitable and 
reliable supply of agricultural inputs. 

~ ._. 

RECKY Enterprises decided to apply Participatory action-research methodology called 
RAAKS (Rapid Appraisal of Agricultural Knowledge Systems). It  provides a ilexible and 
participatory approach for improving innovative performwcein agriculture. 

1 
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2. METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Approach 

Rapid Appraisal of Agricultural Knowledge Systems (RAAKS) is an action-oriented 
methodology that providesorganizationswith a frameworkto monitor and evaluate their 
practices in  rural development, agriculture. natural resourcesmanagement. health care 
etc. I t  is a specific participatory methodologyin visualizing information with the help 
of windows and tools through sharing ideas of actors to formulate Suggestions for the 
solution of the problem with the help of actors involved in the real life environment. 
This methodology helps identifying possible constraints and oppertunities. Al l  such 
analysis allows the participants to design measures to improve their current interaction 
and to adjust it to changes in the environment. 

RAAKS uses different analytical perceptions, called windows to achieve an integral 
analysis, and transparent problem definition and recommendations for action. For 
gathering information. instruments used were semi-structuredinterviews of the actors 
throughoutlinesadjustedat the timeof intervejwaccordingto t h e  prevailing situation. 
It involves interviews in which the interviewer goes to the informant as  a totally 
ignorant person.’, 

Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) is a technologyin which we go to the informants as 
facilitators. Informants a re  asked to prepare drawings to identify their problems and 
suggestions. Informants are confident as  they are  involved in defining their problems 
and suggestions. PRA provides information and does not go much in detail about the 
conclusions. The mapping component of PRA helps to visualize local situation/problems 
band social interaction to clarify problems through involvement of community. 
Additional benefit of PRA is that informants feel relaxed and unhesitated. Some of the 
basic PRA principles a re  team work; multi-disiplinary t e a m  composition; farmer 
participation; regular cross checking of the information collected; discussion among 
farmers; and facilitation by the teams. PRA alsoinvolves drawing and flow charts to be 
prepared by the informants. 

I 
‘ 

2.2 Group contract 
1. Group motto: Recky 
2. Task division: 

Mr. Khan: Chairman 
Mr.  Gulrez: Presentor 
Mr. Ak Note taker 
Mr. Wiq: Time keeper 



_ _ _ .  . J 
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3. MS. Cris and Mr. Gulrez Khan: monitoring decision making process 
4.  Exchange of information between the interview groups 

B 

11.30 - 11.45 Discussion in individual groups 
11.45 - 12.00 Exchange of information 
12.00 - 12.30 Discussion t analysis 

1) Concensus 
2)  Voting 
3) Intervening by chairman 

5 .  Decisions a re  made through 

6. Any dispute should be solved through discussion 
7. Notes should be taken with the report format in  mind 
8. From each interview group there should be one editor 

2.3 planning 

The field work w a s  carried out in Mananwala distributary, Farooqabad. 
Day one: Collecting information and analysis of phase A. 

n 

To come to a good problem identification and situation analysis six interviews were 
conducted in t he  morning and early afternoon. Informants included EADA; AO; WMS 
Water Maffgemeno and with three fanners from the Village Thatta Bahadir Shah. In  the 
afternoon the analysis of phase A was made and windows and tools for phase B had to 
be selected. 

3 

Day 2: Collecting data and analysis of phase B 

With the chwssenin mind six other interviews were planned in the morning and early 
afternoon again. Informants included: SDO/PID; In-charge Adaptive Research Farm 
Sheikhpura; Farm Manager Adaptive Research Farm Farooqabad; Input Supplier; Tibi 
Mitto. After the interviews there was  little time left for evaluation of the phase B 
windows. 

,;*.40w5 

Day 3: PRA excerciseand analysis of phase A and B and formulation of recommendations 
(Phase c )  
In  the morning we had an introduction on PRA techniques. After the introduction we did 
a mapping exercisein a village. The women did this exercise with women of the m a g e .  

OUM During this exekise some additional data could be collected or  gaps in t h e  analysis 
J 

. 5 
:-, . befiffled. 

;,q . . 
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Day 1: Preparationand Actor workshop 
I n  the morning we had time to finishour analysisand to formulateour recommendations. 
The rest of time was used to prepare the actor workshop. After the lunch the workshop 
was  held. 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 R e s u l t s  from RAAKS-exercise 
3.1.1 TOR 
The terms of reference was given to the two different field groups by an (imaginary) 
international agricultural research institute, Agrisearch. It aims at improved and 
sustainable productivity of irrigated agriculture. The following terms of reference was 
given to the two field groups: 
Agn'search would like the consultants to formulate recommendationsfor mobilizing the 
eu'stinp human resourcesin ManawalaDistn'butary, Famqabad.in order to bn'ng about 
a more equitable and more reliable supply of agriculturalinputs. 

3.1.2 Phase A! Problem identification and situation analysis 

Having interviews with different actors working i n  the area in the field of irrigated 
agriculture and group discussions, the shortage of water was identified as being the 
main problem. Water supply was not sufficient and also its distribution (what  so ever 
available) was not equal. The group also identified that inputs like fertilizers, seeds, 
and pesticides are  not available on time when it is needed. The prices are too high and 
there is also a severe problem of black marketing. Dissimination of knowledge is also 
very poor. farmers are not accepting/following the advices given by extension workers 
becausemessagesarenot prublfiriented. I t  was  observedthat adaptive researchis not 
doing adaptive research but do research just  the they want to do it. Poor 
linkage/coordination amongst t he  line-agencies as well with the farmers w a s  also 
another area of great concern. PID is working isolated, other agencies like OFWM, 
Extension, and research institutes have very weak linkages. The only actor i.e. big 
farmers/ influential fanners/ polititiihs have linkages with all the concerned agencies 
and pulling all the resourcesfor their  own benefits. For these problemidentificationsee 
figure ... 
The major actors which have been identified during the A phase are: Irrigation 
department; private and governmental input suppliers; banks and credit institutes; 
market; On-farm water mat&ement; agri-extension; training; adaptive research; 
politidans; big farmers and small farmers (see figure ..). The objectives, activities, 
problems and constraints of the interviewed informants are refected in the following 
table. 



Actors 
Wm-- 

EADA 

AO 

Farmers 

=mm 

dng. 

)D 
:raining 

Tmjectives 
Manage water 
problem according 
to engineering 
standards 
organize the 
extension workers 

b i s s m a t e  
knowledge to 
farmers 

Produce sufficient 
agr. output (to 
survive) 

water distnbutlon 

Adophve research 
Tor the farmers of 
the area 

tdenwy t r amng  
needs and give 
training to training 
people 

ActivItles 
-water w u r s e  
improvement - Communitv TWs ~. - Land ievehing - super vlsion 01 ,' 
A W s  and FA'S and 
defining their task? - Training AWs ~ 

and FA's - M & E their 
activities 
- Transfer 
technology to FA's 
and farmers 
- 'Solve' farmers 
problems 

- Farmng 

- Scheduhg,  
maintenance, M & E 

- Demonstration, 
dissemination - Research 

- Receive 
knowledge from 
research institutes 
and adaptive 
research farm - train own staff 
- train extension 
people 

Probtem/constramts 
- Flow 01 funds - Coordination from line- 
agencies not good 

-Operates In  bureaucratic 
system - Budget - Influential people 

Qarmers not folloeing 
their advise due to 
resource constraints - Unavailability of inputs 
on time - Shortage of water - Degradation of land - Political influence - Watrs shortage ( o a e t s  
too sma l l )  - Inputs not 
available/expensive - Yield not enough 
-Land is degrading (due 
to unfit grwj - Influential people 
- Lackof funds/ manpower - Non-cooperationwith 
police/farmers - Political pressure 

- 

- S- farmers not using 
results 
No good coordination 
between agencies 
- Message IS not being 
conveyed properly - Reseprch is not problem 
Driented - People not committed to 
their jobs 
- Political influence 

. . . .  . .  -. . ._ - .  . ..:. 
.: .+ .; .&.:, : 
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3.1.3 Decision making on the  TOR 
Mter  going through phase A it was decided that  each group member should reconcider 
the  initial TOR a s  given by Agrisaerch. the  group decided to accept the TOR as given in  
paragraph3.1.I.Thefolloaing points had been discussedin the groupon basisof which 
the decis ion was taken: 
1. I n  phase A it was very clear that all the  involved agencies had g w d  available human 

2. Coordination within the  agencies and among the  different agencies is missing. 

3. lnputs a r e  the major problems in the  areai.e. water shortage, and non availability of 

resources. 

Potentially only mobilization is required. 

agrigultural inputs (fertilizers, pesticides, seeds). 

So in the  tight of above mentioned points the  given TOR is upto the m a r k  and it fulfils 
the  purposeand with in solving the  problem. 

. .  .. .... 



. .  . .. 
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Window B 5 :  Task Analysis 

After having defined all the actors, it is important to get a clear 
view of what are their tasks, how do they perform these tasks? It 
will give a better insight into the reasons why some 
peoplelorganizations involved are actually not performina like they 
should. And maybe it turns out that tasks that have to be carried 
out by a certain actor, in reality are done by an other actor or 
groups of actors. It may help us to identify constraints and 
possibilities in performing tasks. 

The manual gives the following description of the Task Analysis: 

Who does what in the system? Do functional connections betweer! 
system actors exist? Do these function adequately? This window 
refers t o  the study of 'who does what?' Practices relevant t o  
innovation are identified, such as farming, research, trade or 
quality control as well as the actors in charge. Gaps or 
overlaps may appear as to the performance of tasks. 

The tool we used is the Task Analysis Sheet. From each interview 
group one person worked with two other people from other interview 
groups on this Task Analysis, which maidy meant producing the TAsk 
Analysis Sheet. (I 
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3.1.5 Task analysis 
Task analysis window was used in RAAKS study becuase it clarifies that aho does what 
in the system and whether functional connections exist between actors. During the field 
visit and  interviewing different actors involved in  agri-business the task analysis 
aindox helped to see the problemin the perspectiveof task vs actors.Anal?.sis through 
this window indicates that: 

4 

Private supplier is well conected with input supply. credit and marketing. Their 
monopoly leads towards the aldultration. higher prices and self created shortage i n  
essential inputs. 

. Credit is not integrated: Credit facilities a re  i n  hands of government so the 
influentail people avail this facility but the needy farmers do not. 
Coordination among the agencies was very poor. A s  a result everybody is doing his 
own task and the farmer remained deprived from the facilities. 
Research is not farmer oriented. Hence, it failed during application in the field. 

. Water shortage due to bureaucratic hold of Irrigation Department. 

For the task analysis sheet in  which the tasks of the identified actors are indicated see 
figure .., 

4. coNcLvsIoNs 

This report elaborated on t h e  way we have used RAAKS methodology to redefine 
problems, actorsinvolved and their objectives and tasks,  gaps in between these tasks, 
and possible places for improvement. After th is  process these are our conclusions, 
which are  helping us to formulate the recommendations for mobilizing the existing 
human resourcesin ManawalaDistributary,in order  to bring about a moreequitable and 
reliable supply of agricultural inputs. These conclusions came out after interviews of 
different actors, group discussion, presentations and mainly on actor workshop. 

About the question WHO can do WHAT? The conclusions were: 

1. Participation of farmers is necessary during ID operation and maintenance work. 
2. The farmers organizations should be better organized for timely availability of 

3. There should be enforcementof law, and if necessary make new laws which should 

4. ThPrr i s  *Ism s tmnv  feelinpa of all aarticioants. that there is a need to make a close 

seeds, fertilizers, and pesticides etc. 

fulfil the requirements of present situation. 
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relation between field people and their higher officers. 

Suggestions'for improvement of input supply: 

. Department of Agricultural Extension should have input depots. 

Government and private sector who a re  supplying inputs should have balance 
positions, a t  present private sector has more share. 

* District Administration should have controlon price of inputs. 

Coordination between agencies: 

* Monthly workshop to all agencies or their representatives,and discuss problems of 

farmers. 
Different agenciesi.e. ID, AD. and O m  should work together. 

Provide useful knowledge t o  farmers: - Adaptive researchshould be problem oriented - AWs and €A's of extension department should have meetings with communities 
instead of big farmers only in o rder  to get feed back. 

During theactorworkshop,thereweremainlyfarmerswho participatedalonguith th ree  
persons fron extension and one supply dealer. Farmers gave some useful suggestions: 

- Farmers agreed to make associations and their view as that  these associations 
shouldbe involved in  every activity which is related to their  communities. with the  
help of administration, members should be 5,1,9, not elected in gathering. 

* Governemnt should provide all of their  required water. If the  government is not able 

to do this then they should give relief electricity billing. here one farmer said tha t  
all tubewell owners should pay equal bills. - In every village shouId be a fertilizer supplier who supposed to estimate the  village 

requirements and pass to some agency. This should be provided directly to the  
village dealer. - Need new laws and specially inforcement of these laws. 
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http://intranet.iwmi.org/Library/M/H_19738vi.pdf
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http://intranet.iwmi.org/Library/M/H_19738vii.pdf
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